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INTRODUCTION

Distance Learning by Satellite

USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING is a staff development telecourse being offered as
part of the pilot project in distance learning by satellite. The project is
conducted by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction in
cooperation with Appalachian State University and the Agency for Public
Telecommunications.

The telecourse is being delivered by satellite from a studio on the campus of
Appalachian State University through the University's Ku-band satellite
uplink, AppalLink. The audio and video signals will be uplinked to the SBS
III communications satellite and downlinked to the receiving earth stations
(dishes) that have been installed for this project at Currituck High School,
Roanoke Rapids High School, and Stecoah School.

The innovative features of the project include "live," interactive one-way
video/two-way audio communications between the presenters in the studio and
the participants in the three schools. Open telephone lines will make it
possible for the participants to interact orally with the people they see and
hear on television. Communication between receiving sites is also possible.

This printed guide, the computers and software packages, and the telecourse
facilitator complete the project's communications/instructional system.

The goals of the pilot project are (1) to identify what satellite
communications systems are appropriate for public school education, both for
staff development and classroom instruction; (2) to determine the competencies
needed to use a satellite communications system; (3) to identify the
components of a successful satellite communications staff development model;
(4) to evaluate the use of satellite communications for delivering
instructional models and materials.

Telecourse Development

The major purpose of the telecourse is to increase teachers' awareness and
understanding of how to use computers and instructional software in their
teaching. It addresses educators' needs for information, models, and practice
in effective uses of computers in instruction. The utilization of the
computer software demonstrated in each teleconference relates to the North
Carolina Standard Course of Study and the Teacher Handbooks for the
competency-based curriculum. The telecours- is structured as a survey of some
basic and instructional applications of the computer.

Telecourse Organization

USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING consists of six one-hour teleconferences to be
cond,cted weekly beginning April 15 and ending May 20, 1986.

The other course materials and activities are the guides, readings, practice
in using the software that is demonstrated and discussed in the
teleconferences, and the telecourse evaluations. The telecourse has been
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approved for one unit of renewal credit by the North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction. This approval is based on nine contact hours, one and a
half hours each week on the day of the teleconference, and two and a half
hours of lab work, or practice with the software, between sessions. The
telecourse facilitator will lead the group through the course and the

teleconferences.

Telecourse Guide

The guide for each teleconference has been prepared by the instructors/
presenters to engage the participants in active involvement as they learn more
about how to use computers in their teaching. To get the most from the
teleconferences, the participants are expected to read the guide and do the
teleconference preparation and follow-up activities. For the participants'
convenience, most of the assigned readings are in the Appendices.

Teleconference Schedule/Presenters/Computer Software

The teleconferences are scheduled for 3:30-4:30 p.m. on the dates shown on the
next page. The presenters are consultants from the Educational Media and
Technology Area and the Instructional Services Area of the State Department of
Public Instruction and the Department of Mathematics Science at Appalachian
State University.

Two sets of the software used or mentioned in the teleconferences are available
in each of the three participating schools. The titles of the software are
indicated on the teleconference schedule. RESEARCH ASSISTANT and SNAPGRAPH
run on IBM PC, the other software runs on Apple IIe.

5
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Date

Tues., April 15

Wed., April 23

Tues., April 29

Tues., May 6

Tues., May 13

Tues., May 20
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Teleconference Schedule

3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

LL

Telecourse Orientation

Writing

Data Analysis,

Problem Solving

Data Collection,

Analysis, Graphing

Arts Education

Authoring,

Graphing

Presenters

Margaret Bingham

Computer Services

Reta Richardson

Television Services

Cecilia Denning

Computer Services

Mike Frye

Communication Skills

Doug Robertson

Social Studies

Dr. William E. Spooner

Science

Preston Hancock

Music

Doc McCulloch

Creative Instructional Systems

Fran Hoch

Foreign languages

Dr. Mark Harris

Mathematical Sciences

ASO

Software

FrEdWriter

Bank Street Filr

Data Bases

Science Toolkit

Snapgraph

Research Assistant

Melodic Dictator

Sebastian II

Koalapainter with

Koala Pad

Brainz-Gamz

Graphit



USING COMPUTERS IN TEEACHING

Telecourse Orientation

Subject Area: Media and Technology/Computer Education
Grade Levels: K-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in the teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will be able to:

1. Identify at least two ways tha communications system used in this
distance-learning-by-satellite project can be applied to the
statewide implementation of the Basic Education Program, the
Standard Course of Study, and the Teacher Handbook for the
competency-based curriculum.

2. Explain to colleagues and students how this project is combining the
technologies of video, audio, telephone, computers, print,
satellite, and people to deliver "live" staff development training
directly to three groups of teachers in Currituck County, Graham
County, and Roanoke Rapids.

3. Identify several possible computer applications for solving relevant
problems in the K-12 instructional program.

4. Discuss several teaching strategies necessary to integrate computer
courseware into the on-going instructional program.

5. Explain the correlation between the computer skills objectives and
specific instructional area skills objectives contained in the
Teacher Handbook.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

The teleconference will introduce the participants to this pilot project in
discance learning by satellite and the telecourse it offers. It will include:

. Practice in using the telephone for the interactive two-way audio and
one-way video participation between the presenters and the
participants.

. Discussion of the purpose and rationale for this project and its
possible applications to the implementation of the Basic Education
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Propam, the Standard Course of Study, and the Teacher Handbook for
the competency-based curriculum.

Examination of the components of the communications system: video,
audio, telephone, satellite, print, computer, and people.

. Preparation of the participants for the telecourse and the subsequent
five teleconferences on using the compute: in teaching, including
matching types of software to curriculum areas and identifying related
competencies in the Teacher Handbook.

. Discussion of teaching strategies necessary to integrate this software
into the on-going instructional program.

TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

1. Read the Basic Education Program for North Carolina's Public Schools
and the Background and Overview in the North Carolina Standard
Course of Study, pages 3-23.

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Review Questions:

1. What are the advantages of delivering instruction, training, and
information through the communications system used in this pilot
project? The disadvantages?

2. What types of computer courseware other than drill and practice
programs exist that are appropriate for every subject and every
grade level?

3. What is a teaching strategy necessary for integrating computer
courseware into the instructional program that would not be
necessary when using a filmstrip or videocassette?

4. What is the correlation between the computer skills objectives in
the Teacher Handbook and the instructional area skills objectives?

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

1. Read computer competency goals, objectives, and measures for grades
K-12 in the Teacher Handbook - Library/Media & Computer Skills K-12.
These are found in Appendix 1, Final Draft, Computer Awareness
Competency Goals, Objectives, and Measures from the Teacher
Handbook for Library/Media & Computer Skills K-12, North
Carolina Competency-Based Curriculum.
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2. Read Level I - Section 1.0 & 4.0 of Computer Competencies for All
Educators.

3. View videocassette of "The Electronic Classroom," Virginia State
Department of Education.

4. View videocassette of "German by Satellite," Oklahoma State
University.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

Computer Competencies for All Educators in North Carolina Public Schools,
Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, July, 1985.

North Carolina Basic Education Program for North Carolina's Public
Schools, Raleigh, Revised November, 1985.

North Carolina Standard Course of Study and Introduction to the
Competency-Based Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh,
1985.

Teacher Handbook - Library/Media & Computer Skills K-12, North Carolina
Competency-Based Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh,
1985.



USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING
2

Writing

Subject Area: Communications Skills
Grade Levels: 9-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in the teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will:

1. Be aware of the basic features of a word processor.

2. Understand how to compose a writing tutorial through the use of
guiding questions.

3. Be aware of the use of a word processor for generating teacher-made
materials.

4. Be aware of how a computer can be used to prepare students for The
Minimum Competency Writing Test.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

The teleconference introduces the participants to the computer as a word
processor that can be applied to any instructional activity that requires
writing. The session will involve the participants in "hands on" practice
with word processing as the instructors demonstrate the following:

. Loading, entering, inserting, deleting and printing text by using the
prepared file, "Essay."

Printing the first draft and making suggestions on how this document
could be improved.

Revising and editing, final printing, and saving the document.

. Modifying the file.



TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

1. Review the criteria used to evaluate the minimum competency writing
test in Writing Essay Test: A Teacher's Handbook.

2. Read the articles in Appendix 2.

3. Use FrEdWriter Tutorial to become familiar with basic word processing
terms. Directions are printed at end of this guide.

4. Practice using FrEdWriter (refer to the printed directions).

5. Practice loading "Essay" file.

6. Practice entering, deleting, inserting, and printing text; practice
moving cursor.

Study Questions

1. What capabilities does word processing have that facilitates the
teaching of writing?

2. What capabilities of word processing are useful for generating
teacher-made materials?

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Review Question

1. How would you use this guiding question technique to practice for
other types of writing?

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

1. Compose an original tutorial for The Minimum Competency Writing
Test.

2. Compose three different versions of a ten-item quiz.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

TEACHING WRITING: A PROCESS APPROACH, telecourse produced by Maryland
ITV, distributed in North Carolina by School Television.

1 2
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"Word Processing," READY OR NOT, School Television series, Department of
Public Instruction, Raleigh.

Teacher Handbook - Communications Skills K-12, North Carolina
Competency-Based Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh,
1985.

Writing Essay Test: A Teacher's Handbook, North Carolina Competency Test
Program, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, January, 1986.

RELATED USES

Any subject area requiring written material.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING FrEdWriter

Put the disk in and turn computer and monitor on. The main program menu will
come on the screen. Choose 2, "Start FrEdWriter." Then choose 80-column
format by pressing 8.

Hit RETURN three times to get through credit screens. Under the light green
line (top left) is a flashing cursor to mark the spot where you will begin
your work.

[Stop at this point and use FrEdWriter Tutorial. Hold down CONTROL and Press
T for the Tutorial. You may choose to practice using FrEdWriter at this
time. If so, continue to follow the directions. If you wish to practice at
another time, you must start at the beginning and skip the directions within
the brackets.]

A file has been prepared for your practice. Retrieve the "ESSAY" file from
the disk. To retrieve this file, hold down CONTROL and PRESS L for load. At
the bottom of the screen where the cursor is flashing, type ESSAY (The name of
the file) and PRESS RETURN. "ESSAY" file will load. To get to beginning of
file, hold down CONTROL and Press B.

To move from question to question, Press the DOWN arrow key. The cursor will
stop between the boxes to wait for input. Type in answers to the questions
between boxes. If you make a mistake, the DELETE key erases text to the
left. To move within what you have written, use arrow keys.

To print your essay, hold down CONTROL and PRESS P. To save your essay for
future revisions, hold down CONTROL and PRESS S. Where prompted, type in the
name of the file to be saved.

*** CAUTION!! To preserve original files, give each new file a name of its
own (i.e., Draft 1, Draft 2, etc.). ***



USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING
3

Data Analysis and Problem Solving

Subject Area: Social Studies
Grade Levels: 9-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in this teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will:

1. Be aware of uses for data management software and specialized files
in social studies classes.

2. Be aware of how the use of data management software and specialized
files can contribute to the development of skills needed to be
effective decision makers and problem solvers.

3. Be encouraged to create and use specialized files in their classes.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

This teleconference focuses on the importance of using the computer in some of
the most critical areas of the social studies curriculum--those that relate to
gathering, organizing, analyzing, and using information for decision making,
problem solving, and planning. The instructor will discuss the importance of
using data management software and specialized files as the participants
proceed through the session, which will include:

. Review of social studies objectives that are the focus of the projects
that are part of this lesson and found in Appendix 3.

. Study of the contents of the data files.

. Sample searches and sorts.

. Demonstration of how a hard copy of the data can be produced for use
in solving a problem or making a decision.

. Discussion of how the data may be used by students to complete one of
the projects in Appendix 3.



Explanation of the context for appropriate use of such an activity.

Discussion of long-term uses for data files in the social studies.

TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

1. Read the material in Appendix 3.

2. Identify places in the social studies curriculum where the type of
information found in Appendix 3 on social and economic conditions in
Latin America and Africa can be used.

3. Practice loading the program and sample data file, "World."

4. Practice using the file by answering a few of the questions in
Project 1.

Study Questions

1. What are the differences in limited-use and multi-use data bases?

2. What are at least four vocabulary words, or terms, related to data
bases?

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Discussion Topics:

. Sources of information that can be used to create new files.

. Management of computer use in a typical class.

. Potential uses of the file used in the demonstration and the type of
files that are needed.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

1. Work through the three projects in the Student Activities found in
Appendix 3.

2. Create a new project to be solved using the sample file.

3. Create a new file and new set of projects.

4. Engage your students in these activities if you find them appropriate
to your courses and classes.

15
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES

Data Pursuits: Countries of the World (InfoMaster data file), Grolier,
1985.

"Get Organized for Good With Data-base Software", Steve Morgenstern,
Family Computing, March, 1986, pp. 30-35.

"Keeping Track" (videocassette), The Production Group, Inc., 1985.

MECC Dataquest: The Presidents, MECC, 1985.

NewsWorks (Appleworks data file), Newsweek Education Department, 1985.

Scholastic pfs: Curriculum Data Bases (PFS data file), Scholastic, 1985.

Teacher Handbook - Social Studies K-12, North Carolina Competency-Based
Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, 1985.

Toward a Better World Kits, World Bank Publications Sales Unit, 1818 H
Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20433, 1981.

RELATED USES

The software used in this teleconference may be used to create files for a
variety of topics in all subject areas.

17
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USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING
4

Data Collection, Analysis, and Graphing

Subject Area: Science
Grade Levels: 9-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in the teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will:

1. Acquire awareness and understanding of how to use computers for data
collection, analysis, and graphic representation in the science
instructional program.

2. Understand the philosophy and methodology for the North Carolina
science curriculum.

3. Understand the importance of teaching science process skills and how
computer interfacing programs can assist.

4. Become aware of data analysis software that can assist teachers and
students with experimental data.

5. Become aware of software programs to aid student understanding of
graphic representations.

6. Become aware of science and computer competency goals in the Teacher
Handbook - Science K-12.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

This program will briefly discuss the philosophy and methodology for the new
Standard Course of Study and the Teacher Handbook for the competency-based
curriculum. The role of computers in the new science curriculum will be
examined, and examples of software programs will be demonstrated. Software
demonstrations will support the need for more active involvement in laboratory
and experimental science.

The software demonstration will consist of three programs. They are:

1. An interfacing pregram using temperature and light probes to collect
experimental data.
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2. A data analysis program will illustrate an easy-to-use method of
data management and analysis.

3. A graphics program will illustrate methods of improving student
graphing and integrated science process skills.

TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

1. Read the science philosophy in the Standard Course of Study, pages
255-262.

2. Review examples of integrated science process skills in Introductory
Science Skills.

3. Review the manual for the SCIENCE TOOLKIT and be familiar with the
software.

Study Questions:

1. How do you now use computers to enhance your teaching?

2. What can the computer do for the science teacher?

3. What is the major goal of euucation and how does science support
this goal?

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Review Questions:

1. What problems do you foresee with using computers in science
instruction?

2. What other ways do you think computers can assist the science
instructional program? And other subject areas?

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

1. Experiment with SCIENCE TOOLKIT, SNAPGRAPH, and RESEARCH ASSISTANT.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

Gabel, Dorothy, Introductory Science Skills, 970 pages, Waveland Press,
Prospect Heights, IL, 1984.

18
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North Carolina Standard Course of Study, Department of Public
Instruction, Raleigh, 1985.

Research Assistant, Celcor Inc., Raleigh, NC, 1985.

Science Toolkit User's Manual and Experiment Guide, Broderbund Software,
Inc., 1985.

Snapgraph, Celcor Inc., 1985.

Teacher Handbook - Science K-12, North Carolina Competency-Based
Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, 1985.

RELATED USES

Skills discussed in this program integrate well with computer, mathematics,
and communications skills in the Teacher Handbook for those subject areas in
the competency-based curriculum.



USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING
5

Arts Education

Subject Areas: Music & Visual Arts
Grade Levels: 6-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in the teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will:

1. Be aware of how the computer can be used in music education.

2. Develop skill in the use of the computer for music instruction.

3. Develop skill in the use of the computer for testing and evaluation
in music instruction.

4. Be aware that teachers can teach traditional art concepts with the
computer using the Koala Pad.

5. Be aware that computer art is a new art form.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

The first part of the teleconference focuses on the utilization of the
computer and computer programs in developing the student's ability to hear
music more precisely, as well as to respond with greater precision.

. MELODIC DICTATOR will be used to explore melodic understanding and to
develop the ability to understand and identify melodic intervals.

SEBASTIAN II will focus on the identification of errors in melodies
which are presented by the computer.

The SOUNDCHASER synthesizer will demonstrate the use of the computer
to aid in synthesizing musical sounds, developing an understanding of
the components of these sounds.

. Additional possibilities for use of the computer in public school
music education programs will be discussed.



The second part of the teleconference will introduce the participants to the
Koala Pad input device and the KOALAPAINTER software as tools for teaching
Lraditional visual arts concepts. Computer art as a new art form will be
discussed, and samples of students' art will be shown.

TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

1. Read the attached reviews of THE MELODIAN DICTATOR and SEBASTIAN II.

2. Read the material that accompanies these two software packages.

3. Read the music and visual arts parts of the Standard Course of Study
and Teacher Handbook - Arts Education K-12.

4. Read the Koala Pad manual and the material that accompanies the
KOALAPAINTER. Follow instructions for connecting the Koala Pad to
the computer and have it ready for use.

5. View "Micros in the Arts" from READY OR NOT, School Television
series.

Study Questions

1. What are the potential uses of computers in music and visual arts
education programs?

2. How can teachers use the computer to enable/encourage students to be
creative?

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Review Questions

1. How does computer technology relate to the music and visual arts
portions of the Standard Course of Study and the Teacher Handbook -
Arts Education?

2. How can teachers go about getting enough computers and software into
their classrooms for students to use as a basic part of their
instruction?

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

Practice using three software packages demonstrated in the
teleconference.
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES

Electronic Art: Computers in the Art Room (brochure), Department of

Public Instruction, Raleigh.

Electronic Instruction (brochure), Department of Public Instruction,

Raleigh.

GRAPHICS EXHIBITOR for use with the Koala Pad touch tablet, Koala

Technologies Corporation, Santa Clara, CA (necessary for printing with

Imagewriter).

Koalapainter Owner's Manual, Koala Technologies.

Melodious Dictator, Temporal Acuity Products.

"Micros in the Arts," READY OR NOT, School Television series, Department

of Public Instruction, Raleigh.

"North Carolina's Electronic Art: Computers in The Art/Classroom - 1985

Summary" (duplicated report), Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh.

North Carolina Standard Course of Study and Introduction to the

Competency-Based Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh,

1985.

Sebastian II, Temporal Acuity Products.

Teacher Handbook - Arts Education K-12, North Carolina Competency-Based

Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, 1985.

22
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USING COMPUTERS IN TEACHING
6

Authoring and Graphing

Subject Areas: Foreign Language, Grades 9-12
Mathematics, Grades 11-12

PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

As a result of participating in the teleconference and completing the related
activities, the participant will, for Part 1 on authoring:

1. Understand what an authoring system is.

2. Be able to author a short lesson with the BRAINZ-GAMZ modified
lesson-authoring system.

3. Be able to recognize the application of authoring systems to foreign
languages and other subject areas.

For Part 2 on graphing:

1. Learn the mechanics of using a computer graphing program.

2. Explore the potential and limitations of using d computer to graph
functions.

3. Use a simple graphing program on the Apple II to study trigonometric
functions (with changes in amplitude, period, and phase shift),
polynomials (shapes, vertices, roots), rational functions
(asymptotes) and tangents lines.

PRESENTATION SYNOPSIS

Part 1: Authoring

An authoring system enables a teacher to develop courseware without having to
use a programming language. Therefore, the learning period is relatively
brief and the actual time needed to produce courseware is shortened.
Authoring systems are particularly useful to foreign language teachers because
they allow a teacher to individualize the content of a CAI lesson in
accordance with the language background of particular students.



This presentation focuses on BRAINZ-GAMZ, a modified lesson-authoring system
which allows teachers to enter their own material in five game and one test
format. In addition, teachers can store questions and answers of four types
(multiple choice, true-false, fill in the blank, direct question) on a data
base which can then be utilized in three game on the one test format. The
program consists of three diskettes--the authoring diskette, the data base
diskette, and the lesson diskette. Data base and lesson diskettes can be
copied. The individual lessons ean be created in English, Spanish, French,
and German.

During this presentation, teachers will work at the computer and follow the
procedure for authoring one game.

The presentation will conclude with an explanation of the data base portion of
the program as well as the application of BRAINZ-GAMZ to al] subject areas.

Part 2: Graphing

A short graphing program for the Apple II will be used to illustrate various
instructional techniques. The program GRAPHIT and a few warm-up exercises
will be made available to viewers in advance of the presentation so that
participants should be prepared to cover the topics below:

1. Discussion of the difference between automatic and manual scaling of
graphs.

2. Comparison the graphs of y = f(x) and y = Af(BX+C).

3. Location of the zeros of a function to within a given tolerance.

4. Discussion of the effects of vertical asymptotes on a computer graph.

5. Comparison of a curve to its tangent line.

6. Brief discussion of calculus applications.

TELECONFERENCE PREPARATION

Part 1: Authoring

1. Read the ERIC sheet on CAI and Second Languages in Appendix 4.

,2. Read article, "Three Major Approaches to Developing Computer-
Assisted Language Learning Materials for Microcomputers," in
Appendix 4.

3. Play at least one game on the computer from supplied lesson
diskette, BRAINZ-GAMZ.
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Part 2: Graphing

1. Read Preparation section of the handout, "Graphing Functions with a
Computer," in Appendix 4.

2. Complete the exercises in the "Preparation" section.

Study Questions

1. The Apple deals with discrete rather than continuous data. For
example, points can be plotted only at 280 x 192 positions on the
screen, and there is a smallest positive real number. What are the
limitations of graphing a continuous function y = f(x) on such a
machine?

2. When is it appropriate to use a computer to graph functions rather
than sketching them by hand? When is it inappropriate?

TELECONFERENCE FOLLOW-UP

Part 1: Authoring

Review Questions

1. Why is an authoring system useful?

2. How does it differ from word processing?

3. How can you use BRAINZ-GAMZ in your subject area?

Part 2: Graphing

Review Questions

1. What is the difference between manual and automatic scaling in the
GRAPHIT program? When should each be used?

2. How do you go about putting more than one curve on the same graph?

3. Discuss the various things that can go wrong when graphing the
function y = 1/x on the Apple.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICE/PERSONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES

Part 1:

1. Author a minimum of two different games; use the data base in at
least one of them.

2 9
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Part 2: Graphing

1. Read the Follow-up section of "Graphing Functions with a Computer."

2. Complete the follow-up exercises in the article.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

Part 1: Authoring

Brainz-Gamz, Bainum Dunbar, Inc., 1985.

David H. Wyatt, "Three Major Approaches to Developing Computer-Assisted
Language Learning Materials for Microcomputers," CALICO Journal, Vol. I,

No. 2, September, 1983.

Minibibliography Sheet - "Computer-Assisted Instruction and Second
Languages," ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics.

Part 2: Graphing

Graphit (diskette), Mark Harris, released in the public domain, 1986.

"Graphing Functions with a Computer" (duplicated handout), Harris, 1986.

The following software package for the Apple II includes a 200 page manual and
a variety of graphing programs for more extensive follow-up:

Brown & Harris, ARBPLOT, CONDUIT/Harper & Row, 1982.
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LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

!rade Level: K Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Identify the physical
components of computer
hardware and software
(e.g., monitor, key-
board, disk drive,
diskette).

6.2 Identify the computer
as a machine or tool
that helps people play
and work.

6.3 Follow simple oral,
graphic, and pantomimed
directions for using
a computer.

6.1.1 Name the computer component when shown its
picture.

6.1.2 Point to or touch each component when
directed.

6.2.1 Choose the computer as an object which is
not alive, when given a variety of pictures
showing objects which are alive and which
are not.

6.2.2 Choose the picture of a computer as an
example of a machine, when given a
variety of pictures of plants, animals,
and machines.

6.3.1 Locate specific keys on the keyboard and
move fingers to those keys when directed.
(May use model or actual keyboard.)

6.3.2 Follow directions from an audiotape that
indicate certain keys be pressed on the
computer (e.g., "Put your finger on
the 'A' key and press it lightly", or
"Touch the spacebar lightly").
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Grade Level: 1

LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of compucers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Identify and demonstrate 6.1.1
a working understanding
of the simple computer
terms load and run after
being introduced to 6.1.2
them.

Verbally describe the difference in the
procedures for loading and for running a
program.

Arrange pictures to show the correct seolience
for loading and running a program.

6.1.3 Demonstrate the proper technique for loading
and effectively running a program.

6.2 Describe what a computer 6.2.1 After being shown pictures cf familiar
can and cannot do for activities, indicate which can be (lona by
humans. a computer.

6.2.2 Draw a picture that shows something a
computer can or cannot do.

6.3 Describe the acceptable 6.3.1 Use a model to show the correct way to
procedure for software handle software. (Model may be cardboard or
handling, discarded software.)

6.3.2 From a group of pictures that show correct
and incorrect softwarehandling activities,
choose those that show correct procedures.
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LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS
Grade Level: 2

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness
COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives
Measures

6.1 Identify and define
simple computer terms
after being introduced
to them (e.g., run,
program, list, enter,
load).

6.2 Identify several roles
the computer plays in
daily lives.

6.3 Demonstrate an under-
standing of software as
a set of instructions,
called a program, that
tells a computer what
to do. Continue to
demonstrate proficiency
in the use of software.

6.1.1 Use the computer word or a definition ofthe word to find the word in a word search
puzzle.

6.1.2 After hearing the definition for a computer
term, select the correct term card from agroup of flash cards.

6.2.1 After class discussion, tell how computers
can help community helpers do their jobs
(e.g., policeman,

grocer, school principal).

6.2.2 Find examples of computerized information inthe home. Contribute these to a bulletin
board display (e.g.,,grocery tape, bills,
punched cards, labels with Universal
Product Codes).

6.3.1 Act out a familiar task, such as how to feeda pet, with needed steps in the correctorder.

6.3.2 Record directions on an audiotape that tellanother student how to do something. SLarethe recording ard 'aave the task correctly
performed (e.g., Take paper shapes from anenvelope and arrange then in a certain
order).

6.3.3 Given a written list of steps necessary toperform a task that includes one unnecessary
step, indicate the step that is not needed.

6.3.4 Demonstrate greater independence in usint.
software by loading and running a program
without teacher supervision.



Grade Level: 3

Skills/Subject Area: Enrichment

Page 2

1
COMPETENCY GOAL 5: The learner will expand reading, listening, and viewing
interests by using a variety of media for personal growth, vocational pursuits,
and recreation.

Objectives Measures

5.7 Understand and acknow-
ledge the concept of
authorship (writing and
illustrating).

5.8 Understand the rights
of others in the media
center.

1 5.9 Share knowledge about
media center use with
others.

5.10 Treat the facility,
materials, and equip-
ment with care and
show respect for media
center personnel when
using the media center
independently or in
groups.

5.7.1 Give credit to the author when presenting a
simple report.

5.7.2 Cite the sources of information when writing
a simple report, e.g, Let's Discover,
Vol. 3, p. 7.

5.8.1 Write and present a skit with classmates
that shows proper media center behavior.

5.8.2 Follow directions given by media pereonnel
for using different areas of the media
center, e.g., listening/viewing, informal
reading, reference.

5.9.1 Write a short article for the school news-
paper that tells about a recent media center
activity.

5.9.2 Write a letter home or to grandparents that
describes an activity planned for Children's
Book Week or National Library Week.

5.10.1 Demonstrate to younger students the proper
care of media materials.

5.10.2 Show, by example, how to be a good media
center user, e.g., following directions
for using audiovisual equipment, using quiet
voices, returning materials to the proper
location.



Grade Level: 3

LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives

6.1 Identify and define in
simple operational
terms the names for
three main computer
parts, i.e., input, pro-
cessor, and output.

6.2 Know the order in which
information passes
through the three main
computer parts, i.e.,
input, processor, out-
put.

.10=.1 Measures

6.1.1 Match two groups of flash cards--one labeled
computer part terms and the other with
appropriate definitions. (Example--processor/
the part of a computer that receives, works
with, and sends out numbers and words)

6.1.2 After class discussion, locate pictures of
computer hardware. Classify them according
to input, processor, or output and create
an individual or group display.

6.2.1 In the correct processing order, step on each
of three large pieces of paper labeled with
input, Rrocessor, and output.

6.2.2 Given an example of an input and associated
processing rule or object, name the output.
(Directions: Label a box with a processing
rule or object. Give the appropriate input
and have the student tell the output, e.g.,
The box is labeled toaster; the input is
bread; the output is toast. The box is
labeled addition; the input is two and two;
the output is four.)



LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Grade Level: 4 Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Name the parts of a 6.1.1
computer (input, memory,
central processing
unit, arithmetic unit,
and output) and give
a simple description
of how each works.

6.2 Identify examples of
objects in the home
that contain a computer
or computerized parts.

6.3 Save information from
the computer on a
storage device.
Retrieve information

Label each part of a diagram that shows the
five parts of a computer.

6.1.2 Complete a crossword puzzle of computer terms
which emphasizes the five parts of a
computer.

6.1.3 On a written test, match the fivs parts of a
computer with the correct definition or
simple description of how the part works.

6.2.1 Cut pictures of computer objects in the
home from magazines and contribute them
to a class display or create an individual
scrapbook.

6.2.2 Write a story that tells how a computer
helps with some task at home (e.g., a
Computer Helps Prepare Our Meals;
Computers In My Toys).

6.3.1 Write on paper the correct sequence of
commands necessary to save and retrieve
text.

from a storage device 6.3.2 Demonstrate with a formatted diskette
to a computer. (Storage how to save text on the diskette and how
device may be a disk- to retrieve the same text.
ette or a cassette.
Information may be
teacher-developed,
student-modified, or a
simple student-developed
program.)



LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Grade Level: 5 Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Identify and define
the basic vocabulary
necessary for word
processing (e.g.,
edit, save, print,
delete).

6.2 Explain the role of the
computer as word proces-
sing tool in society.

6.3 Use a word processing
program for beginning
level activities.

6.1.1 Create a word processing dictionary that
includes terms, definitions, and appropriate
graphics.

6.1.2 Match, on a written test, word processing
terms and/or commands to their correct defini-
tion or function, e.g., edit/change text.

6.2.1 Identify five personal or business activities
that can use word processing programs.

6.2.2 After a class discussion of a word proces-
sing program (e.g., what it is, how it works,
how it can help in all kinds of writing),
develop a commercial or advertisement that
promotes the advantages of word processing
to a target audience.

6.3.1 Use a sample document and a word proces-
sing program to input and edit (delete, add,
replace) text.

6.3.2 Save and retrieve the text using sample
document files.

6.3.3 Use a word processing program to produce
a simple, printed document.



111/k0MPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant Problems.

Grade Level: 6

LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

Objectives Measures

6.1 Identify the common
computer languages
(BASIC, Logo, COBOL,
Pascal, Fortran) and
their typical applica-
tion in society.

6.2 Demonstrate a knowledge
of the major events,
people, and devices in
the history of comput-
ing.

6.3 Demonstrate an increas-
ing proficiency in the
use of a word proces-
sing program.

6.1.1 Given a list of common computer languages,
match the language and the typical application
of that language (e.g., BASIC with
education, COBOL with business, Fortran with
scienei/mathematics).

6.1.2 Give an oral, visual, or written presentation
about the development and use of a
particular language.

6.2.1 Match a picture of a historical computing
device with the appropriate name.

6.2.2 On a timeline, label significant inventions
that influenced the history of computers and
computing. Show the span of time for the
four generations, e.g., the vacuum tube, the
transistor, the integrated circuit, the
chip.

6.2.3 Give an oral, visual, or written presen-
tation on same aspect of the history of
computers (e.g., Pascal, Hollerith,
abacus, microchip).

64.4 Create chart or graph relating how the
size and processing speed of computing
machinery has changed through the differ-
ent generations.

6.3.1 Use a sample document and a word processing
program to practice previously introduced
editing techniques and the use of more
advanced editing features (e.g., moving
a block of text).

6.3.2 Use a word processing program to create and
produce a printed document such as a short
letter, poem, or a report.



LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Grade Level: 7 Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of cumputers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Explain how the size,
cost, and use of a
microcomputer differ
from that of a mini
computer and a main
frame computer.

6.2 Understand the uses
of a computer to
process data.

6.1.1 Given a chart of the general features of the
three types of computers, verbally compare
the major features (e.g., size, cost,
memory, operations per second).

6.1.2 On a written test, match the type of computer
with the appropriate application (e.g.,
mainframe/census data).

6.1.3 Use a collection of catalogs and computer
advertisements to select and label an example
of a mainframe, mini, or microcomputer and
explain the selection.

6.2.1 Given a noncomputerized data base (e.g.,
encyclopedia, telephone directory, or
school's card catalog), explain how the da
is stored and retrieved.

6.2.2 Give an oral, written, or visual
presentation on the advantages (speed,

accuracy, quantity) resulting from using the
computer to process data; relate these
advantages to school (report cards,
equipment inventory) and/or everyday use
(police checks of license plate numbers).

6.2.3 After studying a computerized data base
(e.g., View a film on the subject, take
a field trip to a facility using a
computerized data base, or interview someone
using the computer for the data base),
prepare a bulletin board or report on the
advantages of using the computer for the
data base function researched.



Grade Level: 8

LIBRARY/MED/A AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Explain the impact
of computers on public
and private lives and
the laws protecting
privacy.

6.2 Demonstrate an
increasing proficiency
in the use of a data
base program.

6.1.1 Given a list of computer activities
(e.g., national security, banking),
state why data privacy is important in each
of these areas.

6.1.2 List at least five data banks that contain
personal information (e.g., credit bureau,
driver's license, insurance, bank, doctor's
office) and describe the purpose of each
data bank.

6.1.3 Given a specific topic (e.g., voting,
census taking, retailing), write a
paragraph or organize a skit about the
impact of computers in that area in the
present or in the future.

6.1.4 Given a computer piracy example (unauthorized
access of student records), write an
editorial or design a poster supporting
laws or legislation to protect personal
privacy.

.6.2.1 Given a particular topic and a predesigned
input screen, collect and input data into
the data base (e.g., TOPIC: North
Carolina counties--CATEGORIES: name,
population, geographical features).

6.2.2 Make a back-up copy (diskette/cassette) of
the data file containing the input data.

6.2.3 Select, retrieve, and analyre data from the
data file to create a visual display and/or
to answer specific comparison questions
(e.g., Create a bar graph that compares
population data).
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Grade Level: 9

LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Demonstrate an
understanding of
computer copyright
and software piracy
issues.

6.2 Given the opportunity,
select appropriate
software for class
and personal use.

6.1.1 Write an editorial or design a poster sup-
porting the computer copyright laws.

6.1.2 Participate in a round-table discussion or
debate on software piracy, ownership rights,
and user responsibilities.

6.2.1 Given a list of class assignments and a
collection of computer software, select and
describe the appropriate use of the softwara
for that assignment.

6.2.2 Given the generic name for a piece of soft-
ware (e.g., data base, word processing,
spreadsheet, CAI), cite several uses for the

III/1

software and how it could be used to solve
the relevant problems of a student.

6.2.3 Design a promotional poster to sell a piece
of software for a specific personal/home
use.



Grade Level: 10

LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Identify examples and
analyze the societal
impact of advanced
computer technology,
e.g., robotics, voice
emulation,artificial
intelligence, inter-
active video.

6.1.1 Collect articles from magazines, newspapers,
and catalogs on advanced computer technology
and organize by types of technology for a
class display or individual current events
report. Report or contribute to Information
File in the media center.

6.1.2 Prepare an editorial newscast to report
on the contents of selected articles about
advanced computer technology.
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LIBRARY/MEDIA and COMPUTER SKILLS

Grade Level: 11 Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Explain the appropri-
ate use of and the
procedure for acces-
sing on-line reference
services.

6.1.1 State on a written test what basic computer
hardware and software is needed to access an
on-line reference service.

6.1.2 Given a description of various data bases of
an on-line reference service, select the
specific data base to use to retrieve infor-
mation on a stated topic in order to share
in a class discussion or on a written test.

6.1.3 Develop a chart for the procedural steps to
access on-line reference services.



LIBRARY/MEDIA AND COMPUTER SKILLS

Grade Level: 12 Skills/Subject Area: Computer Awareness

COMPETENCY GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of computers,
their operation, and their possible application to solving relevant problems.

Objectives Measures

6.1 Define, identify and
analyze emerging tele-
communications tech-
nology.

6.1.1 On a written test, define the term telecom-
munications and from a list, select and
describe at least two examples of telecom-
munications technology (e.g., laser disk,
modem, dish, satellite).

6.1.2 Given the name of a specific telecommuni-
cations technology, present an oral, visual,
or written report about the technology, i.e.,
its development, applications, cost,
and impact.

6.1.3 After a class discussion of emerging
technology, cite a local, county, state, or
national need that could be aided by telecom-
munications and use information from current
resources or on-line services to suggest how
one of these technologies could address
this need.
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A Dozen Ways for
English Teachers to
Use Microcomputers

R. Baird Shuman

Few English teachers nowadays question whether
or not they should use microcomputers in their
instruction. These machines are beginning to
appear in even the remotest schools, and many
school districts are encouraging their teachers to
buy their own personal microcomputers by offer-
ing machines to them at drastically reduced prices
and by offering them no-interest loans to be paid
back through payroll tkcluctions so that they can
have mkrocomputers in their homes.

However, the prevalence of microcomputers
does not, in itself, make teachers any less appre-
hensive about using these machines, and only
when they overcome these apprehensions will the
jittery make the fullest use of the exciting new
technology available to them. Many teachers,
before they take the first step into using micro-
computers and word processors, have little idea
what they will be able to do with the machines.
Only when they develop a clear notion of the uses
to which this new equipment can be put and
become convinced that using these machines is
within their capability will they start to develop
the confidence to make microcomputers an inte-
gral part of their normal teachingloutine.

Those who are just beginning to test the waters
may find it helpful to identify a dozen or so spe-
cific uses to which they can put their microcom-
puters fairly immediately without a great deal of
computer training. The following suggested uses
do not represent anything like a comprehensive
list but rather indicate some quite easy initial uses
of the machines. Some of the uses suggested serve
essentially administrative or housekeeping func-
tions. Others serve specifically instructional ends,
Nbt others fall between these two functions.

Administrative Uses

1. Keeping class records, including attendance and
grades. Record keeping often takes more
teacher time than it should, but records must
be kept. The microcomputer will keep them
on floppy disks and will perform such tasks
as indicating patterns of absences (after hol-
idays, befike or after major tests, belnre or
after weekends, etc.) which might suggest to
teachers ways of reducing absences. Averag-
ing grades bemmes virtually aunntunit when
the microcomputer is used, and comparative
grading from student to student or section
to section is made easy.

2. Keeping the whole of a student's class work on a
disk. This makes it easy to check student
progress through the semester and to iden-
tify trends in the types of errors students
make. Error analysis is probably the most
important step in showing teachers precisely
how to proceed in individualizing instruction
for students, and such error analysis, which
can extend over a semester or over the whole
course of a student's high school career, will
be available to teachers at the typing in of a
simple command.

3. Keeping track of student achievement. This will
reveal areas in which a whole class needs
additional work and will also point to the
areas in which just one or two students need
additional instruction. The microcomputer,
of course, can give the specific, individual-
ized help that students need without wastiog
the time of the entire group. Also, learning
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of skills will be accekrated when the com-
puter serves the function of tutor because
the learning will be sequential, each step will
be logically reinforced, and the computer
will not embarrass students who are slow to
learn but will instead, with its infinite pati-
ence, move students bit by bit from where
they are to where they need to be in their
understanding of whatever is under
consideration.

4. Checking sentence length and variety. M icrocom-
puters can be programmed to give the Fog
Index of a given piece of writing or to review
the piece in such a way that readability
indexes like Fry's can be assigned to the com-
position being considered. This check can
give students excellent clues to their own
writing styles and can indicate to teachers the
salient patterns in the assorted writing styles
of a class of 30 or 35 students. Microcom-
puters can also be programmed to show vari-
ety of sentence length and, if the
punctuation proiwr, to give NO1111' indica-
tion of sentence complexity by counting
punct uation marks.

Combined Administrative and
Instructional Uses

5. Storing infirmation for students to use in their
writing. The microcomputer can be used as
a notebook of sorts. Information can be fed
into it and held for future use. Students writ-
ing research papers will find this use
extremely helpful. Also, students can feed
the mkrocomptiter impressions and store in
it the kinds of information usually found in
their journals. This information can be sum-
moned forth easily as soon as students have
need of it.

6. Tutoring students in routine drill work. The
microcomputer is invaluable in helping stu-
dents step by step through tedious drills in
usage, mechanics of expression, and punc-
tuation. Valuable software exists in these
areas, and it is programmed to relieve stu-
dents of the enibarrassnient of not learning
something as quickly as their peers. The
microcomputer will go over material again
and again adapting the level of difficulty to
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the individual. The mkrocomputer con-
Randy checks and patiently adjusts the kve
of difficulty to whatever the learner can
handle. The transaction between the com-
puter mid the learner is private, and the only
competition students feel is with themselves
as they are measured against their past per-
formance. Such a learning atmosphere is
ideal fir students who are slow or who lack
self-confidence.

7 . Composing and varying objective tests. leachers
can compose objective tests quite easily on
microcomputers. They can format tests so
that once the first question is set up, similar
questions are formatted in the same way.
Teachers can easily alter the order in which
questions appear so that in crowded testing
conditions, cheating is minimized. The
microcomputer makes it easy to run error-
analysis of test items from which the instruc-
tor can begin to see emerging patterns. This
information call be valuable in suggesting
what %mirk needs to IN elye mute attention
and review during future I lassn.

8. Checking for spelling and typographical errors.
Dictionaries of 40-50,000 words are now
available for nearly all microcomputers, and
these programs will check every word in a
written piece against their wordlists. One
may add words to the wordlist the program
provides as individual needs arise. One
drawback of the wordlist is that it will indi-
cate that most proper names are not in the
list, so if some proper names are likely to
recur often in a piece of writing, it would be
well to add these names to the wordlist
through a quite simple operation. It may
alio, in some situations, be necessary to add
specific terminology, such as chemical or bio-
logiCal terms, to the wordlist so that they will,
not appear on the screen as possible mis-
spellings. When one uses the microcompu-
ter's dictionary, it is necessary to accept or
reject each questionable spelling that is iden-
tified, and this can be time-consuming in
some specialized kinds of writing. Present
dictionaries cannot distinguish between some
pairs of homonyms like thereltheir or its/it's.
The dictionary checks only spelling, not.
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9. Playing video games. 'leachers have long been
hard put to know what to do with students
who finish their work early and have done it
well. If students are assigned more work,
they soon realize it does not pay to finish
early, so they practice what, in the days of
slavery, was called the "slowdown." This ulti-
mately leads to boredom and may have an
adverse effect upon their overall perfor-
mance in class. Now, if students finish their
tvork early, there is no reason that they
should not be permitted to play video games.
Accommodating student interest in this way
can do a great deal to motivate students to
work efficiently, rapidly, and well.

Instructional Uses

10. Writing and revising in class. The most impor-
tant function of the microcomputer for Eng-
lish teachers is surely its word processing

Ii011. Word processing enabks students
to write and revise in the classroom, and it
adds considentble flexibility to the writing
act. Many students, especially those with bad
penmatiship, can compose more produc-
tively on the keyboard than they ever have
been able to do with pen and paper. Also,
the finished result is much easier for teachers
and classmates to read than are handwritten
papers. Teachers have noticed that students
with fluency problems often overcome them
quickly and substantially when they get used
to writing with the word processor. Revision
bect mks an adventure rather than a chore,
as wht)le paragraphs are nuwed frtun place
to place within a paper. The word processor
will not turn a bad writer into a Nobel prize
laureate in literature, but it will remove some
of the stumbling blocks that students often
encounter when they write.

11. Formauing writing. How a piece of writing
looks on the page has a great deal to do with
one's enthusiasm for reading it. The word
processor can show how a piece looks single-
spaced or double-spaced, set up with flush
margins or with indented ones, set up with
blocked material presented in a variety of
ways, and other such visual matters. The
microcomputer is especially good at format-
ting poetry, sometimes in most unusual ways.
Concrete poetry is especially appropriate to

word processing through the microcompu-
ter. Playing with fbrmat is great fun and the
microcomputer offers an infinite range of
possibilities for experimental formats.

Programs also exist that enable students
to compose a poem and then to have it
printed out with every possible combination
of lines available from the lines given. This
procedure often helps students to reformu-
late mane of their wi wk. In some arrange-
ments. certain lines of poetry obvitmsly will
not work, and these combinations can be dis-
carded. However, the microcomputer is likely
to produce a number of workable combina-
tions, and students can decide from these
how their poem best communicates.

12. Adapting teas h, the itudent. In the October
1983 Phi Delta Kappan, Wallace Judd wrote,

In computerized adaptive testing. ... the com-
puter selects items for the test while the test is in
progress. If a student allsWffs the first item cor-
rectly. the next item is hauler. II a stmlem gets
the lint itent wrtolg. the next itent is slightly (Mil-
let% If the suulent misws that iteu ii. the computer
selects a still easier item until the student answers
one correctly. In this way. the test is soon com-
posed of items that are at the right level of
difficulty.

Judd defends adaptive testing as a more
humane approach to testing than is that of
giving tests that bore the bright and frus-
trate the not-so-bright student. In adaptive
testing, clearly the test becomes a major part
of an ongoing learning process. Stich annot
be said fOr much of the haphaiard hicitive
testing to which students nowadays are of ten
subjected.

Afterword
This list is a mere beginning, but it may serve
teachers and administrators in suggesting to them
ways they can integrate the microcomputer into
their schools. Teachers might wish to keep a note-
book in which they jot down other uses they have
found for the microcomputer as a learning tool. It
is easy to imagine that such a notebook would fill
up quickly because every time teat hers and stu-
dents use microcomputers, new ways of using
them productively suggest themselves.

R. Baird Shuman fraches at the
University of Illinois.
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Computers and composing:
The pros and cons

Some composition teachers are enthusiastically
embracing the microcomputer as the writer's best

friend, while others refuse to even accept computer com-
positions. Because I teach instructional computing
courses and workshops to language arts teachers, I am

by Elaine McNally Jarchow

convinced that the positive aspects of computer compos-
ing far outweigh the negative aspects. This comparison.
though,discusses the positive results of student
compositions produced with the help of the computer as
well as the negative aspects,

10 Fositive Conclusions 10 Negative Conclusions
1. Writers can easily revise, edit and expand computer 1. Computer assisted writing denies some writers need

compositions. to physically manipulate text.
A student who had just begun to use a word processor Some writers actually like to watch pen and hand

wrote, "There is something about knowing I can move move across the page, while others enjoy the act of cut-
paragraphs and delete whole sentences with relative ease ting and pasting their text.
that allows me to jump in and get started." 2. The uniqueness of each writers' composing process
2. Computer writers are motivated to spend more time may be lost.

composing. Highly specific word processors and electronic editors
Students at a West Des Moines junior high school stand may result in an overly mechanized process as prewriting

in line to use the Bank Street Writer, and rewriting become too structured.
3. Spelling checkers, thesaurus programs and electronic 3. The elecronic editor may not define style as the

editors enhance student compositions. teacher or writer would.
Experienced writers like programs which can quickly Because the content analysis capability of the elec-

highlight mechanical problems. This feature frees the tronic editor is limited, a specific, narrowly defined con-
writer to concentrate on logic, organization and style. cept of style may be internalized by the writer.
4. Computer'composing can positively alter style.
Because the writer need not worry about spelling,

punctuation and the overuse of certain words, s/he can
begin to develop unique, creative responses to ideas.
5. Computer writers learn more about sentence combin-

ing and arranging content.
A student writer reported that, "You don't just work

with a flat piece of paper. Being able to move words and
passages around, keeps you interested."
6. Easily produced multiple drafts contribute to writer

collaboration end peer review.
Shared drafts of computer compositions encourage

critical analyses of successive drafts and peer review.
7. Computer writers are less defensive about taking

7. Spelling checkers are time consuming.suggestions.
Some extensive checkers analyze a six page paper very

slowly. Writers may have to wait some time before revis-
ing their drafts.
8. Word processors are expensive.
9. Poor typing habits may be learned by writers.
Secondary teachers often lament that very young com-

puter writers will be unable to learn proper keyboarding
techniques in high school.
10. Writers cannot take word processors everywhere
they go.

Until the microprocessor becomes more portable. elec-
tronic writing is limited to certain environments. Creative
spurts may also be limited to these environments once
the writer comes to rely on the computer as pen and paper.

EC

4. Computer composing can negatively alter style.
Many electronic editors discourage highly complex

sentences. Electronic composing may produce many
Hemingways and no Faulkners.
5. Electronic dictionaries and spelling checkers cannot

detect some semantic errors.
Very few editors can help the writer distinguish

between affect and effect or there and their. These com-
mon errors are often problems for many writers,
6. Electronic text can be lost.
Any writer who has labored long over a piece of elec-

tronic text only to see it erased with a mistaken stroke of
a key can attest to this negative aspect.

8. Computer writers do not suffer from the blank page
syndrome. 1.

A student writer made the observation, "It has helped
in getting my initial ideas on the paper instead of re-
hashing them over and over in my head and has cured
my hang-up ahout spelling correctly in my first draft."
9. Clean drafts enable writers to revise more objectively

and printed drafts eliminate bias against poor
handwriting.

Writers enjoy the process of manipulating text and of
evaluating clean drafts. Evaluators can concentrate on
style rather than neatness.
10. Printed drafts boost writer self-confidence.

A student writer concluded, "Somehow I cannot judge
the quahty of my writing when it is full of crossouts and
arrows. The computer has solved this problem by allow-
ing me to obtain neat, revised drafts quite easily.... "

Dr. Elaine McNally Jarchow is a Professor of Secondary
Education at Iowa Stale University in Ames. Ia.
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A New Contributor

Process and Processor:
Is There Room for a
Machine in the
English Classroom?
Gail G. Womble

Little did I know what I would be getting myself
and my students into when I agreed to try word
processing in my tenth grade English classroom.
Our district administration wanted to determine
if the benefits of word processing justified equip-
ping English classrooms with computers. When I
was asked to field test, I agreed, but I had many
concerns.

I had just completed a summer's training at
the Northern Virginia Writing Project, and I wor-
ried that a machine might interfere and deperson-
alize writing. Further, I had always seen myself as
a mechanical failure. Could I, who panicked when
a movie projector acted up, cope with equipment
even more expensive and complex? Also, how
would I feel staying one short step ahead of my
students as I learned, lesson by lesson, how to use
the processor? Finally, and not to be underesti-
mated, how would I solve the problem of inte-
grating something new into an already crowded
curriculum? I was starting a new team-taught
American Studies course for accelerated students.
The objectives listed in the Fairfax County Pro-
gram of Studies and the requirements in literature,
history, and humanities seemed endless. I ruefully
recalled how glibly I'd dismissed this problem at
a fall workshop. When asked by another teacher
how I'd manage to fit the word processor into
everything else that had to be done, I'd replied
that it would simply be one of many ways I'd
approach writing instruction. How much I had
to learn..

I wondered if my students had their own con-
cerns about using the word processor. So before
we even saw our computer, I asked them to write
in their journals what they felt about using a
word processor for revising and editing their writ-
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ing. I was amazed how frequently their concerns
and hopes mirrored mine.

Kiki spoke for many of her classmates when
she wrote, "I think I'd rather just write on paper;
it's more personal." Amy added, "Writing is
picking up a pen and paper and just writing.
Not punching things from a keyboard onto a
screen .. . ." Melissa was concerned that a ma-
chine would take the pleasure out of writing:

half the fun of reworking a paper is scratch-
ing out and fixing words." I wondered if they
were right. A skeptic and somewhat of a tradi-
tionalist myself, I suspected they were.

Many of my students were as awed by the
equipment as I. They, too, were afraid. Debbie
felt that ". . just learning how to use it will be
very difficult and confusing." Erin reminded me
of myself when she wrote, "I'm not great with
machines either." Pranee echoed the concerns of
others when she thought about typing at a key-
board, "The thing that is really going to be a
problem for me is typing. It may take longer for
me to type than to writehow awful."

Of all the students' comments, though, Katy's
touched me the most. "A machine is going to
teach me how to write. I wish it luck. In all my
years of school none of the teachers have been
able to teach me how to write. At this moment I
can't write fast enough to capture a thought before
it's gone. I won't get anything down on the com-
puter before the idea is gone." Katy's journal
spoke to me as no other had. I didn't want the
computer to be a threat to students. I didn't want
to force it upon them. I decided to make learning
how to use the equipment mandatory but not to
insist that it become a primary part of every stu-
dent's writing process.



I soon realized that even if I wanted every
student to use the processor extensively that it
would be impossible. I just didn't have enough
computers. One of the most difficult problems
the class and I had to solve was scheduling 107
students onto the one computer I did have. Debbie
voiced the worry we all shared. "I just don't
understand how we are going to work out a
system so that everyone will get a chance at doing
it. It seems like there will be mass confusion."
But together we worked out the best schedule we
could, using lunch time and an after-school period
as well as our class time. The students' willing-
ness to work on their own time was gratifying. I
had few complaints and, on the whole, fewer
noncompliants than I had expected. Some students
used the word processor more than others, some
hardly at all, but for the most part, we all pitched
in and worked together to schedule as much
hands-on time as possible.

I don't want to imply that all of our problems
were solved by determining the schedule. I had
difficulties I'd never anticipated, starting with an
equipment breakdown on the very first day I
introduced the class to the computer. The disk
drive failed to operate correctly, and I had no idea
why. I felt foolish standing in front of the class
with the equipment not working. I had no idea
what to do next. Everyone was very supportive,
but some students were also concerned. If I had
problems, they told me, how could they ever
handle things? Mostly, though, what we all needed
was familiarity with the equipment. After a few
weeks, the comments from students echoed Barrie.
"I think I understand how it works a little more,
and it doesn't seem so hard anymore." I was glad
we were all starting to feel more secure, because
there were bad daysdays when wheels fell off
the computer cart, when the old television set we
used as a monitor grew temperamental, when the
printer ate our paper. We all learned to handle
the frustrations.

Despite all the problems we encountered, I was
still able, with the help of my students, to make
some observations on the ways the word processor
affected their writing. Three of these students, in
particular, felt strongly that the word processor
was valuable. Interestingly enough, all of these
students spent the majority of their computer time
on equipment at home. With 107 students and
one computer, I just could not offer most students
the time they needed to use the computer signif-
icantly in their writing. For these three students,

though, the processor became a welcome replace-
mem for paper and iwncil.

Laura preferred revising on the word processor
to paper and pencil because she found the pro-
cessor "more efficient." Paper and pencil, she
thought, presented "more of a disruption" because
reading through crossouts broke her train of
thought. She told me, "When I see it all out in a
regular line on the computer, it sets the mood
better for what's to follow. I enjoy revising with
the computer. I like the neatness." For Laura,
who saw herself as a "mood writer," the processor
provided an easier way to keep her thoughts flow-
ing, to keep her "in the mood" to stay with a
piece of writing. I wondered if staying longer with
the writing meant revising more. I asked Laura,
who was already a capable writer, if she spent
more time revising with the proces.or than with-
out it. Without hesitating, she replied, "I think
the word processor makes it easier for me to
revise, but I don't think I do any more because
of it." For Laura, then, the benefit of the word
processor was to make something easier that she
already did.

Adam, on the other hand, had to discover a
method. He'd had little experience with revision
and had to be convinced of the benefits of mul-
tiple draftsespecially since he found making
changes "fatiguing." The word processor, not I,
did the convincing. The breakthrough for Adam
came with a paper I'd assigned on The Scarlet
Letter. His paper was a decided improvement over
earlier papers he had written. He paid more atten-
tion to developing ideas and cleaned up the mis-
spellings and punctuation errors that usually
littered his writing. He credited the word processor
with his success and told me that his A was, as he
put it, "proof that a word processor is beneficial
to the quality of writing."

He told me that because the changes he made
were immediate and easily seen, he experimented
more with moving text and trying new things.
"On the processor you can just make a change
and it's done. By hand, in order to make a change,
you have to write it out and everything in between
as well." Revising by hand was tiring and dis-
couraging, and so without the processor he made
few changes.

I was anxious to see if Adam's writing improve-
ment would carry over to other assignments. On
the next paper he wrote, a short story, one of the
first things I noticed was how much more ma-
terial Adam generated. Each time he brought in
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sections of his story to discuss with me, I was
surprised by the increased quantity, as well as
quality, of his writing. A firm believer in Donald
Murray's conviction (A Writer Teaches Writing)
that the more people write, the better writers they
become, I was pleased to see Adam achieving that
fluency. More important, Adam was pleased. After
he completed his stoty, he ploudly informed me
that it was "the longest thing I have ever written."

When he was midway through his draft, Adam
and I discussed the ways in which the processor
continued to aid him in revision. In Adam's words,
the processor made his writing "easier." He told
me, "The best part, the place where it's most easy,
is in the revision. It's easier to see what it is that
I've just done in context with something else. I
can scan through it real quickly and look for
anything." For Adam, seeing what he wrote was
important.

It was also important to Adam that his reader
see. He talked a lot about his illegible handwrit-
ing (actually, the adjective he used was "pitiful").
"If someone else were to read it," he told me,
"just as you stress it's important when you write
just to write and let it flow out, anyone who's
reading it has to be able to do the samejust read
it rather than stutter through it. My handwriting
being as bad as it is, the word processor also helps
you, the reader, as well as me. It works both ways."

I asked Adam how the word processor was dif-
ferent from a typewriter. His reply came quickly:
"Corrections. Editing. You don't have to retype
the whole thing if you make one mistake. I know
for a fact that if I had to rewrite an entire page
just to make one or two corrections, I would leave
them there." For Adam, I think, the benefits of
the processor were interdependent, all working
togetherand all under the umbrella idea of
easier.

Making correctionseditingis an important
part of the writing process, but I was more con-
cet ned about revising. I wondered if Adam were
still revising the way he had with his paper on
The Scarlet Letter. I asked him if he were making
other changes in addition to corrections. "I think
I'm moving ideas more vs. when I just did it in
pencil. I pretty much kept my ideas the same way.
I'd move them once in a while, but I'd get such a
tangled array of arrows, as you wrote on one of
my papers, 'I can't follow this.' " Again, it seemed
that Adam was telling me two things about revis-
ing with the processor: one, it was easier, so he
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tended to do it more; and two, it was visually
clearer, so he could better see what he was writing.

Blakely's writing abilities fell somewhere be-
tween Laura's and Adam's. She had some sense of
process, but her writing was erratic. When she
wrote papers on the processor, both she and I
noticed fewer editing errors and more support.
She seemed to stay with a piece longer, to "flesh
it out." Like Laura and Adam, Blakely felt it was
easier to see her mistakes on the screen. She often
failed to notice errors on a handwritten page. I
asked her, as I had Adam, why a typewriter
wouldn't suffice. It could make the text easier to
read, she told me, but that was all. With the
processor, she could also go back and easily make
changes. She found .1 typewriter limiting.

The greatest advantage Blakely saw to using
the processor was its ability to make changes. Her
writing process with paper and pen was self-
defeating. "Whenever I write a paper, when I
make a mistake I like to start over again right
awaycrumple it up in a ball and start all over."
She fought a compulsion to rewrite a whole page
if there were even one error on it. "With the
processor I can go back and delete, insert, what-
ever, without having to start all over." Blakely
described her revisions on the processor as "more
selective" since she chose what needed to be
changed and avoided reworking everything else.

These types of changes (deletions and inser-
tions) are more in the line of "true" revision.
When it came to "cosmetic" changesediting
Blakely readily admitted that she made corrections
on the processor she would not have bothered
with on paper. As she explained, "When I'm
reading my final copy and find something that
needs revising, I can easily do it. If I didn't have a
word processor, and only a few things needed
changing, I wouidn't do it."

I think a comment from Adam summarizes the
group's thoughts about word processing: "I can
easily see how I might not have revised my report
so extensively or even have put in all that I wanted
to convey, were it not for the aid of that Wonder-
ful Machine."

I am beginning to agree with Laura, Adam,
and Blakely, though there were times I gladly
would have given the word processor to anyone
who'd take it. There were days filled with frus-
trationsequipment breakdowns, "crashed" pro-
grams, lost disks. But, in the end, there were the
Lauras, Adams, and Blakelys who learned so much
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about writing, more than I alone could have
taught them.

Most important, Laura, Adam, and Blakely
helped us to make several observations about stu-
dents who write and revise with word processors.

I. Students tend to "stay" longer with a piece of
writingadding, deleting, moving textthan
they do with paper and pencil.

2. Seeing what they write as it appears on the screen
seems to help students better determine what
changes and corrections they need to make.

3. The physical act of effecting these changes is so
much easier with the processor that students often
take more time to revise than if they were work-
ing with paper and pencil.

4. Students working on the processor seem to
find it easier to develop a sense of audience.

I think, too, that writing with the processor
helped my students become more aware personally

of what happens intellectually as people write.
They were able to articulate clearly and decisively
the methods they followed both with and without
the processor. I am no, ,aire they would have been
as aware of the ways they revised had the com-
puter not made experimenting with changes easier
for them.

set out this year to discover the ways word
processing could improve my students' writing.
With all of us on fairly equal footing, we learned
together and our joint efforts in working through
the problems confirmed for me the joys of learn-
ing with my students. As partners in learning, a
teacher, thirty students, and a word processor
taught each other a lot.

Gai/ G. Womble teaches at
Herndon High School, Fairfax
County, Virginia.

A Teacher's Immortality

Twelve years ago you stood petite in front of my desk
wearing your best smile,
determined dark eyes supporting your inquiry
"How can I take your English class next year?
I want to learn to write."
I used my position to schedule you in.

Wide-eyed, you birthed yourself,
I the midwife who bled your split infinitives,
your superfluous commas and contrived rliyme.
You emerged the darkened channel
dangling your modifiersI tied them up.

Evenings you tried reforming your alcoholic father,
but you stole time to write.
Your parents didn't know you
until you presented your dad a poem
"Wire Wizards" you called it
Your father's CB lingo breaking over the wire
and appearing in Mountain Review.

I turn the pages of The New Yorker
and there as elegant as a rose
sits a poem "The Delicate Survivor"
by Vicky Hayes.

Shirley R. Chafin
Johnson Central High School
Paintsville, Kentucky
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The Computer-Based
Writing Program from
Load to Print

Raymond J.

EVILBut when I get the map, I shall escape
from here and then the world will be very dif-
ferent. . . because I have understanding. . . .0f
digital watches. . .and soon I shall have under-
standing of video cassette recorders and car tele-
phones, and when I understand them I shall
understand computers, and when I understand
computers I shall be the Supreme Being.

Monty Python's Time Bandits

The promise of the microcomputer is that, once
we understand its potential, we can develop com-
puter-based composition curricula that will give
us more choices, under our control, than we now
have. Will it really make our lives easier, or is it
one more educational gimmick doomed to fade
into the land of Wishful Thinking along with
programmed texts and opaque projectors? Early
reports from composition teachers who believe in
writing as a process seem promising. In fact,
improvements in both technology and applications
occur so rapidly these days that, by the time you
read this, what I have written may well be obsolete.

Until recently, most available commercial com-
puter-assisted programs for English were merely
electronic multiple-choice tests or workbooks.
Such computer software was rarely worth the cost.
Within the past two years, however, composition
instructors around the country have been develop-
ing interactive computer programs to lead students
through the entire writing process, prewriting
through editing.

A computer-based composition course using
microcomputers would consist of a set of diskettes
containing the subprograms for the total course.
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Each subprogram would guide the student through
prewriting, wordprocessing, or editing. Our role
would be to introduce students to the procedures
employed by each subprogram, give students class-
room practice in using the procedures, monitor
students' use of the computer-based program, and
evaluate students' work throughout the program.
Because students would be working at the micro-
computers for most of their writing, we would be
free to work with individuals.

ffhe key characteristic that distinguishes devel-
oping composition programs is that many are
interactive. That is, the student and the computer
can carry on a conversation, much as we can with
a student face-to-face. The only difference is that
the computer cannot thinkit can only guide the
student through step-by-step procedures and re-
spond to key words it has been programmed to
recognize. In some respects, we do the same; we see
an unsupported generalization, so we write, "Be
more specific" or "What do you mean?" We have
programmed ourselves to respond to specific cues.
do the same; we see an unsupported generaliza-
tion, so we write, "Be more specific" or "What do
you mean?" We have programmed ourselves to
respond to specific cues.

In the prewriting phase, computer programs
will help students generate ideas to write about,
develop supporting details for their ideas, and
structure ideas prior to their beginning to write.
In addition, computer programs can allow other
students and us to comment on the preliminary
ideas or structure at this prewriting stage, thereby
providing an early audience for the student and
preliminary evaluation of the actual writing.
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For example, Helen Schwartz designed a pro-
gram that would help students in her classes pre-
pare a paper on a literary topic.

NAME A FICTIONAL CHARACTER X IN A
LITERARY WORK.
SATAN IN PARADISE LOST
DESCRIBE THE CHARACTER X BY COMPLF.T-
ING THE FOLLOWING: X IS
SATAN IS TRICKY
PROVIDE EVIDENCE TO SHOW TI-IAT X IS Y:
WHAT DOES SATAN DO THAT SHOWS THATSATAN IS TRICKY?
HE ENTERS THE BODY OF A SERPENT TO
DISGUISE HIMSELF. . .

WHAT DOES SATAN SAY THAT SHOWS SATAN
IS TRICKY?
HE TELLS EVE LIES ABOUT THE TREE OF
WISDOM TO GET HER TO EAT FROM IT.

The program continues in this .fashion, asking
questions to help the student develop a thesis,
drawing words from the student's earlier answers
to help phrase later questions. At this stage,
other students can read the original responses
and offer advice or raise questions before the
writer continues.

Another prewriting program, one based upon
creative problem-solving strategies and developed
by Dawn Rodrigues and me, forces students, for
example, to use analogies that they might neverthink of to help them generate new ideas. After
the student chooses a topic and types it into the
computer, the computer directs the student to pick
a picture at random from a packet of pictures by
the computer, for example:

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO WRITE ABOUT,
MARY?

ALCOHOLISM AMONG TEENAGERS

After some brief preliminary instructions about
how the program works, the computer continues:

DESCRIBE WHAT YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE.
TYPE A LIST OF WHAT YOU SEE, STARTING
WITH NUMBER 1.

(Assume the student has selected a picture of an
interior scene.)

I. A TELEVISION SET
2. A RUG
3. A TABLE
4. A LARGE WINDOW

If the student does not list anything within ten
seconds, the computer prompts:

TRY TO FIND SOME OTHER THINGS IN THE
PICTURE.
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and the student continues listing items found inthe picture.

OKAY, MARY, NOW REMEMBER THAT YOU
WANT TO WRITE ABOUT THE TOPIC ALCO-
HOLISM AMONG TEENAGERS. I WANT YOU
TO THINK ABOUT HOW THE TOPIC, ALCO-
HOLISM AMONG TEENAGERS, COMPARES TO
A TELEVISION SET.
IF THE STUDENT USES IT TOO MUCH, ITCOULD DEADEN THE MIND.
NOW THINK ABOUT HOW THE TOPIC, AL-COHOLISM AMONG TEENAGERS, COMPARESTO A RUG.
IT MIGHT COVER ALL SORTS OF PROBLEMS

After going through this process with all items,
the computer asks the student to elaborate upon
each and finally provides the student with a print-
out to take home and think about before writing.

In a pioneering prewriting program, Hugh
Burns leads students through a series of structured
invention questions designed to encourage open-
ended responses. His program reminds students
of lessons they have had previously in class and
then leads them through the lesson.

I WANT r0 SHOW HOW SISTER CARRIE AL-LOWED DREISER TO GROW, TO CONFRONT
COMMON VALUES. IT IS A MATURE WORK.
GOOD, KAREN. ADD TO YOUR RESPONSE
NOW.

HURSTWOOD GROWS IN THE OTHER WAY.
THERE ARE NEGATIVE PASSAGES, AREN'TTHERE?
YES, THAT SEEMS OKAY TO ME.
ME, TOO.
AH, SHORT AND SWEET. PLEASE ELABORATEA LITTLE.
WELL, CHARACTERS EITHER GET WORSE
OR BETTER; THEY EITHER PASS TO A BET-
TER UNDERSTANDING OR NOT.
TERRIFIC, KAREN! ANYTHING ELSE?
The three examples above indicate only a few

of the options available, but they also demonstrate
a number of characteristics of such programs. The
program can act as a tutor as well as an unthink-
ing questioner. It can encourage students with
positive comments, such as THAT'S AN INTER-
ESTING IDEA! WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAY
MORE? or GOOD JOB! And as has often been
noted, the computer is infinitely patient, allowing
the students to experiment with ideas, to play
around with words without any fear of being
criticized for not being exactly on targetin short,to take risks that move writers toward greater
competence.
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Having developed ideas through the prewriting
programs, the student can then enter into the
writing, or word processing, phase. (For students
who do not know how to type, schools can pur-
chase a program that will teach typing while
students play a game similar to many of the shoot-
em-up, squishem-type TV games.) A number of
different word processing programs are available
commercially, each with strengths and weaknesses.
The Bankstreet Writer, for example, is a relatively
simple system to learn because students are tutored
in using the program by the computer and be-
cause relatively few commands are needed to work
it. On the other hand, easily learned word pro-
cessing programs may be limited in their capa-
bilities. Can they, for example, move large blocks
of writing, search for and replace specific words,
or find specific passages rapidly? More complex
programs, such as Wordstar, which have such
capabilities, take a long time for students to learn
and are expensive for schools to buy.

Using a word processing program, students can
do freewriting, can keep their own electronic

* journals, and can revise relatively easily while
. they write. Many students do not revise much
because the act is not only time-consuming, but
also physically painful, requiring much effort to
recopy entire manuscripts. The word processing
capability of the computer circumvents both nega-
tive aspects.

If a student bogs down in the middle of writ-
ing, that student can save what has been written
and shift back to one of the prewriting programs
to develop more ideas or to take an idea already
developed and improve it. That done, the student
can call up the original writing and continue.
The relative ease with which this can be accom-
plished helps develop the recursive strategies of
highly proficient writers.

At this point, the student might want a pre-
liminary evaluation of the writing before continu-
ing. In a few minutes, a hard copy can be printed
out and shared among peers or shown to the
teacher. Having received suggestions. the student
can return to the computer to revise.

One of our most time-consuming tasks is read-
ing student papers and writing comments. Illus-
trating the potential for computer-based editing
progams, Writers Workbench has been developed
by Bell Laboratories for use with their hardware.
We can decide which writing samples constitute
appropriate models for students to follow and
type those models into the computer. Such models

might be excellent student writing or profession-
ally produced, published writingliterary writing,
technical writing, or whatever we desire. The
Writer's Workbench then analyzes the writing
according to a series of subprograms, e.g., number
of be verbs per sentence, number of abstract nouns,
and number of subordinate clauses per sentence,
as well as mechanical matters such as spelling
and punctuation. When a student types a draft
into the computer, the program analyzes the stu-
dent's writing according to the same subprograms,
compares the student's draft with the data derived
from the models, and, within minutes, prints out
a list of suggestions for improving the writing, as
the following samples show:

VARIATION
In this text 22% of the sentences are simple, 56% are
complex, giving a difference of -34. This difference
should range from -28 to 20 for good papers of this
type.

READABILITY
The Kincaid readability formula predicts that your
text can be read by someone with 9 or more years of
schooling, which is a low score for [papers of this
type].

DICTION
beginning line 4 (key ward from title)
'lin order tor come here to study my major,
had to convince both my parents and university
authorities.
beginning line 6 (key word from title)
So here I sit, fat and sassy, just playing with my
courses to see if I can find out whether I understand

of)* this.

SUGGEST
in order to: use "to" for "in order to"
all of: use "all" for "all of"

Note that the program does not revise the student's
writing. The student is still free to accept the
suggestions or not, to adapt those suggestions to
the particular audience for whom the student is
writing, and to approach us for additional help
and advice. Finally, after the student has revised
the draft, we can collect both the original and
final drafts and the printout of suggestions, eval-
uating them in whatever manner is appropriate
but being free to concentrate upon content more
than mechanical matters.

For us to be actively involved in computer-
based evaluation and editing, two main techniques
are noteworthy. In the first, some computers can
provide a split screen that allows us to read the
student's writing on one part of the computer
screen and type in suggestions and comments on
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the remaining portion. The student can then take
the diskette with both the draft and the comments,
revise accordingly, and turn the diskette or a print-
out of the draft back to us.

The second technique is technically simpler to
devise. One time-saving capability of several
microcomputers enables us to program certain
keys to enter limited comments. Thus, in evaluat-
ing a student's writing on the computer screen we
might hit one key and automatically type SUBJ-
VERB AGR or TOPIC SENT? or whatever other
comments we most commonly make. If a student
needs exercises to improve specific weaknesses,
we can direct that student toward electronic
workbook-style exercises to work on grammar,
mechanics, or whatever else is available for the
microcomputer. In this context, such exercises
serve a valuable purpose. In addition to using
programmed keys to make specific comments, we
are always free to type in additional, more detailed
comments, as well as free to change those pro-
grammed keys at any time.

Admittedly a difficulty, most existing programs
have been developed at individual schools,
typically universities, and are not available com-
mercially. Although it takes time, with basic pro-
gramming skills, we can develop aspects of
programs described here. Journals devoted to
English teaching might make a valuable contri-
bution in the near futurecolumns of articles
containing simple programs written in Basic for
teachers to copy. Even now, few programs cover
the entire writing process, a notable exception
being developed by Ruth Von Blum at UCLA.
With the help of a grant from Exxon, she has
created a program that combines prewriting, word
processing, and revising. Given the limited re-
sources of most public schools, it might be more
desirable for all of us to urge commercial software
companies to produce interactive programs that
will 'enable us to teach the writing process more
effectively, a promise that is easily within our
react' given the current technology.

Suggested Readings

Burns, Hugh L. "A Writer's Tool: Computing as a
Mode of Inventing." Paper presented at the New
York College English Association Conference, Oc-
tober 3-4, 1980. [ED 193 6931

Burns explains how his invention program incor-
porates questioning strategies from three classic
heuristic programs. His examples serve as excellent
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models for anyone wanting to develop prewriting
programs.

Daiute, Colletee. "The Word Processor and Revision
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tion 34 (May 1983): 149-155.

Daiute considers the physical and psychological con-
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that working with word processors frees writers from
drudgery and allows them to think.

Macdonald, Nina H., et al. "The Writer's Work-
bench: Computer Aids for Text Analysis." IEEE
Transactions on Communications 30 (January 1982):
105-110.

Macdonald describes one of the mcst advanced
editing programs available, originely developed
for technical writersa good summary of the sub-
programs.

Nancarrow, Paula; Donald Ross; and Lillian Brid-
well. "Word Processors and the Writing Process: An
Annotated Bibliography." Available from the Eng-
lish Department, University of Minnesota, Minne-
apolis 55455. ($4.00)

This is perhaps the most thorough bibliography of
current information, drawing from journals, maga-
zines, technical reports, ERIC, and others.

Schwartz, Helen. "A Computer Program for Inven-
tion and Feedback." Paper presented at the Confer-
ence on College Composition and Communication,
San Francisco, March 1982 [ED 214 177).

Schwartz describes a program for literature classes
in which students first write on the computer indi-
vidually and then move into a "network mode" in
which other students comment on what the writer
has produced.

Schwartz, Mimi. "Computers and the Teaching of
Writing." Educational Technology 22 (November
1982): 27-29.

Schwartz discusses the advantages and potential
dangers of writing with a computer, considering in
particular positive changes in student attitudes, such
as decreased defensiveness and greater willingness to
accept criticism.

Wresch, William. "Computers in English Class:
Finally Beyond Grammar and Spelling Drills." Col-
lege English 44 (September 1982): 483-490.

Wresch summarizes many of the current develop-
ments in university computer-based writing pro-
grams. See also, "Computers and Composition
Instruction: An Update." College English in-press.
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New Mexico State University.



A Writing Teacher's
Shopping and
Reading List for
Software

Ellen K. Leahy

Finding age-appropriate software for older stu-
dents has been an almost impossible task. The
task is even more difficult when students have
serious communication problems. Microcomputer
programs have not yet been developed to remediate
deficits in speaking and listening. Such software
is possible, but the supportive hardware and
peripherals have not been perfected and prices are
out of line with operating budgets. Voice input
and recognition technology is just beginning to
be presented, which means that language arts
software is limited to the development of writing
and reading skills. Here only writing will be
addressed spanning student abilities from middle
school levels through college. New sources in
word processing, proofreading, and text editing
can be used in hands-on computer sessions, ana-
lyzing writing samples for and with students.

Drill and Practice

This category is well represented by numerous
programs to improve test-taking skills for the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. These programs are
often accompanied by a book or manual of sample
tests and the computer diskettes which offer
practice on a series of similar test items. Vocabu-
lary use, definitions, and analogies comprise the
content of the verbal section of most of these
programs. Other drill and practice programs cover
syllabication (Pentar) and punctuation and alpha-
betizing (Random House).

Tutorials

In these programs, students are given a rule along
with a few examples to teach understanding before
proceeding with a set of examples for the ap-
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plication of the rule. An example of such pro-
grams would be Spelling Rules (Micro Power and
Light), Lessons in Syntax (Dormac), English:
Basic Mechanics (Conduit), and English Volume
1 (MECC).

d-Orcce iss n
By far the most revolutionary effect of the com-
puter on writing instruction and the writing
curriculum is the use of software for text editing.
With a few key strokes, words, phrases, and entire
paragraphs can be erased, recalled, moved around,
and printed out. For those fortunate students with
access to microcomputers, a disk drive, and a
printer, the entire process of learning how to
write and revise has been transformed. The key
word, however, is access to computers. This
avenue of computer use, not quite CAI (computer
assisted instruction) in its purest form, is limited
if the ratio of one computer to twenty-five stu-
dents for a class period is the prevailing practice.
A writing lab equipped with a minimum of 10,
better yet 20, microcomputers, disk drives, and
printers is the only realistic and cost effective
way that a computerized writing curriculum can
be established.

With the introduction of Bank Street Writer
(Scholastic), an easy-to-learn word processing pro-
gram developed and tested with elementary stu-
dents under the direction of the Bank Street
College of Education, the opportunity for com-
puterizing the writing environment is now readily
available. Because of its user friendly features, this
program, although developed for a younger stu-
dent, is now being hailed as the family word
processing program. The accompanying teacher's
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guide suggests numerous activities which can be
prepared by the teacher for student use at an "on-
computer" writing session. Here is a marvelous
example of a computer program which can serve
multiple purposes.

A number of programs are designed to ease
revising techniques. For example, Sensible Speller
(Sensible Software), formerly Apple Speller, is a
spelling correction program for Apple Writer
(Apple Computer) and several other commercially
available word processing programs. Students can
obtain a frequency count of the words used in a
writing sample, a total word count, and an alpha-
betized listing of all the words. In addition,
misspelled words can be marked in the writing
sample for the student to self-correct. What better
way to learn to spell, particularly the demons that
plague most new writers. Proofreader (Random
House) checks words against an 80,000 word
Random House computerized dictionary. Gram-
matik (Aspen Software) for the TRS-80 and CP/M
based word processors checks writing style and
typographical errors. It profiles a writing sample
for word usage and calculates word frequency
which spots overworked vocabulary. Some teachers
have found a computerized readability program
helpful in determining the grade level of samples
from student writing. The Readability Analysis
Program (Random House) displays a count of the
average sentence length, the number of sentences
per sample, and reading grade levels determined
by several commonly accepted formulas. This type
of analysis can help students see the need for
expanding their vocabularies and considering
sentence combining.--

rewriting Experiences and Writing Assistance

Hugh Burns' Topic Invention Program reduces
writer's block by leading students through a series
of questions. What disturbs some educators is that
no judgment is made on students' answers. How-
ever, the value is that entering into a dialogue
with the computer can solve the "1 don't know
what to write about" problem, which would con-
sume a tremendous amount of time if done by the
teacher for each individual in the classroom. Helen
Schwartz has worked out a writing assistance pro-
gram which prompts the student to generate ideas,
organize thoughts, and analyze the audience for a
writing project. An interesting feature is that stu-
dents can obtain a printout of the prewriting
process. Another Schwartz program, SEEN, assists

the writer to analyze a character in a literary
selection. Poetry writing can be introduced by
Compupoem (Marcus), which produces poetic
forms from student-supplied parts of speech.
Again, the program cannot judge the correctness
of a student answer. One must remember that the
primary purpose of this software is communica-
tion and guidance rather than correcting or scor-
ing answers as in traditional computer-assisted
instructional programs. This may require adjust-
ing the computer program, with the author's
permission, to meet additional demands of correct-
ing, recording, or producing hard copy, or arrang-
ing to use these programs in peer tutoring sessions.

For students who need to learn about the power
of a computer and understand writing as a form
of communication, the program Eliza (Artificial
Intelligence Research Group) can be a worthwhile
addition to an English Department's software col-
lection. This interactive natural language game
gives students a chance to experience a simple
artificial intelligence program.

Another new program that should be previewed
for possible use by students who have had experi-
ence with word processing is Think Tank (Living
Videotext). Think Tank helps the writer organize
ideas in an outline form and has the capability of
letting the writer expand ideas.

Writing for the Computer

Opportunities for teachers to create writing prac-
tice exercises without programming skill are now
available in a number of programs. As mentioned
before, the Bank Street Writer (Scholastic) has the
option of producing a series of text files. Each
disk created by a teacher can hold the equivalent
of 70 pages of text and can be protected from
student tampering or erasing. Some examples of
exercises that could be developed are writing the
middle or end of a story, writing dramatic dia-
logue, using transitional phrases, using rhyme,
writing business letters, putting sentences in
proper order, a timed writing activity, changing
verb tense in a passage, using synonyms and
antonyms, and sentence combining.

The Teacher Utilities program, Volume 2, 3,
and 4 (MECC) has the capability to produce spell-
ing exercises and a series of drill exercises in a
multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank format. Dasher
(Conduit) also gives users the option of construct-
ing exercises of vocabulary review, scrambled
sentences, sentence construction, fill-in items, and
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transformations. E-Z Learner (Silicon Valley) is a
menu-driven program which can be used to create,
store, and review questions and answers on any
subject. The Game Show and Tic Tac Show
(Computer Advanced Ideas) can have files set up
by the teacher to drill on specific skills, rules, or
vocabulary in a game format.

An exc:ellent program, Story Board (Wida Soft-
ware), permits the re-creation of a paragraph word
by word from memory. It helps develop skills in
memorization, short term recall, vocabulary devel-
opment, and understanding of syntax. The teacher
needs only to follow the simple directions for
typing short paragraphs for storage on a disk.
Missing Links: English Editor (Sunburst Com-
munications) is a language puzzle that helps the
student develop an appreciation of syntax, vocab-
ulary, and mechanics of writing by allowing the
teacher to create passages in which students must
fill in the missing parts.

With several of these programs, students can be
taught to enter their own exercises on the com-
puter. Working in writer/editor teams, students
can copy corrected worksheets to create files for
future use. This type of activity, using Story Board,
E-Z Learner, Tic Tac Show, Dasher, or the Game
Show programs is particularly successful with
students of English as a Second Language al.d
less motivated students who need more practice in
writing skills.

Programming as a New Writing Skill
Learning to write computer programs in languages
of BASIC, LOGO, or PASCAL is a significant
new writing skill. If one is to become a proficient
program writer, a vocabulary as well as a syntax
must be mastered. The integration of problem
solving and writing skills is clearly needed when
sequencing directions to communicate with the
computer. LOGO (Apple Computer) is a micro-
computer language which allows students to
interact with the computer in a nonthreatening
manner, It has good list-processing capabilities
and allows students to be in a teaching-the-com-
puter role.

A Final Word

Software for the English teacher and student may
be advertised to serve particular instructional
goals, but it should be reviewed and evaluated
with the intention of documenting other educa-
tional objectives that can be attained. Software
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which can serve multiple purposes for teachers
and students becomes a worthwhile investment.
With the continuing limitations of computer
programs it is crucial to explore the various
possibilities of high quality software. The accom-
panying list is a compilation of the most promis-
ing software currently available, but how each
program can meet specific student needs can only
be determined by those professionals who can
observe and measure their own students' learning
and in relation to this prepare their students to
take advantage of microcomputers as a powerful
electronic writing aid.

The Shopping List

Apple Writer, Apple LOGO. Apple Computer, 10260
Band ley Dr., Cupertino, California 95014.

Eliza. Artificial Intelligence Research Group, 921 North
La Jolla Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90046.

Grammatic (TRS-80 & CP/M). Aspen Software Co.
P. 0. Box 339-C, Tigeras, New Mexico.

Story Maker, Quill (in development). Bolt, Beranek Be
Newman, Inc., 10 Moulton Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02238.

Word Structure/College Entrance Exam Preparation.
Borg-Warner Educational Systems, 600 West Univer-
sity Drive, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004.

Wordy, English Grammar, English as a Second Lan-
guage (in development). comPress, P. 0. Box 102,
Wentworth, New Hampshire 03282.

The Game Show, Tic Tac Show. Computer Advanced
Ideas, I442A Walnut Street, Suite 341, Berkeley,
California 94709.

Dasher, English: Basic Mechanics. Conduit, P. 0. Box
388, Iowa City, Iowa 52244.

Lessons in Syntax, Test of Syntactic Abilities. Dormac,
Inc., P. 0. Box 752, Beaverton, Oregon, 97075.

Writing Competency Program, English BasicsCon-
cepts in Language Arts. Educational Activities,
P. 0. Box 392, Freeport, New York 11520.

PSAT and SAT Word Attack Skills. EDU-Ware Services,
Inc., 22222 Sherman Way. Suite 102, Canoga Park,
California 91303.

The School Tool; Grammar and Writing; Basic English
Skills: Parts of Speech, Sentences; Wordwright: Dic-
tionary diskettes for Junior High Language Arts.
Senior High Language Arts, SAT Preparation,
Junior/Senior High Social Studies, Elementary
School. Encyclopedia Britannica, 425 North Mich-
igan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Writing is Thinking (IBM PC). KAPSTROM, Inc.,
5952 Royal Lane, Suite 124, Dallas, Texas 75230.

SAT Preparation, Krell LOGO. Krell Software, 21 Mill-
brook Drive, Stony Brook, New York 11790.
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Think Tank. Living Videotext, 450 San Antonio Road,
Suite 56, Palo Alto, California 94306.

Crossword Magic. L Se S Computerware, 1589 Fraser
Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94087.

English Achievement I-V. Microcomputer Workshops,
103 Puritan Drive, Port Chester, New York 10573.

The Apostrophe, End Punctuation, Making an Outline,
Compound Words, Haiku, Run-on Sentences (all
PET only). Micro-ed Inc., P. 0. Box 24156, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota 55424.

English SAT. Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Road,
Highland Park, Illinois 60035.

Spelling Rules. Micro Power Pt Light, 12820 Hillcrest
Road, Suite 224, Dallas, Texas 75230.

Language Arts Packages. Milliken Publishing Co., 1100
Research Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63132.

English Vol. 1 (Parts of Speech); Teacher Utilities (Vol.
2, 3, 4); Teacher Utilities (Vol. 1). Minnesota Educa-
tional Computing Consortium (MECC), 2520 Broad-
way Drive, St. Paul, Minnesota 55113.

Compupoem. Stephen Marcus, South Coast Writing
Project, University of Southern California, Santa
Barbara, California 93106.

Writing Invention Program (developed by Hugh Burns,
and adapted for Apple as TOPI program). Denise
McGinty, RASSL/Learning Services, University of
Texas at Austin, A332 Jester Center, Austin, Texas
78784.

Match Game. Opportunities for Learning, Dept. L-4,
8950 Lurline Ave., Cha worth, California 91311.

Ask Me Why-Syllabication. Pentar Software, 87 Fern
lane, Newton, Connecticut 06470.

Analogies, Story Builder, Vocabulary Builder, New Step
by Step, Step .tep Two. Program Design, Inc., 11
Idar Court, Grt...nwich, Connecticut 06830......

Builder, Story Starter (TRS-80 Proofreader BM
PC), Fundamental Punctuation rtagi_, sequence
and Alphabetizing4eadability Anal sis Pro -in
Random House School Division, Dept. 985, uite
201. 2970 Brandywine Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30341.

Glossary of Usage, Word Catagories. Right On Pro-
grams, P. 0. Box 977, Huntington, New York 11743.

Apple Speller, Sensible Speller. Sensible Software, 6619
Perham Drive, Dept. M. West Bloomfield, Michigan
48033.

Story Builder, Vocabulary 12th Grade, Poetry Writing,
Bank Street Writer. Scholastic, 730 Broadway, New
York, New York 10003.

Wordskill for the Microcomputer, Cross Clues. Science
Research Associates (SRA), 155 N. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

E-Z Learner. Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino
Real #4, Belmont, California 94002.

Missing Links: Literary MicroAnthology, English Edi-
tor. Sunburst Communications, 39 Washington Ave.,
Room TI616, Pleasantville, New Yor1s 10570.

SEEN (literary analysis program), Writing Assistance
Program (in development). Helen J. Sthwartz, Dept.
of English, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan
48063.

Story Board, Questionmaster. Wida Software, 2 Nicholas
Gardens, London W5 M-IY.
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One important outcome of a balanced social studies program is for students to learn to
gather, organize, analyze and use information in order to become better decision makers,
problem solvers and planners. Goals related to these capacities are repeated at each
level of the social studies curriculum, K-12. Selected skill goals for Social Studies are
listed below.

GOAL 1: The learner will identi6e and define problems
and suggest ways to solve them.

GOAL 2: The learner will locate and gather information

GOAL 3: The learner will evaluate information

GOAL 4: The learner will organize and analyze
information, and draw conclusions.

Each of these goals can be developed and reinforced as students become involved in
activities that either require them to make a decision, solve a problem or plan. A data
base program provides the means to make comparisions that will show trends reflected
by changes in data over time.

Exercises of the type found in these materials can provide needed practice in organizing
and analyzing data. The computer and data management software allows students to
make comparisons and see relationships they would not otherwise see.

The sample problems in these materials can be solved using information that is easy to
find. The teacher's imagination and initiative are the only limits to the type of research
projects, decisions, and problems that students can tackle using a data base program.

The use of a data base management program allows a class to share the responsibility
of locating and entering large amounts of information for use by the entire class. Without
the data base program such information would be unavailable in such a useful form. it is
the teacher's responsibility to determine which units of study can be enhanced by using
a data base.

Information by itself is of little value. However, appropriate information can be invaluable
when faced with a problem to solve, or an important decision to make. With the benefit of
a computer and an appropriate data base program, massive amounts of information
which would baffle most students, becomes more coherent, manageable, and
understandable. In order to become better decision makers, students need the benefit of
working with large amounts of information in an understandable fashion. They live in a
time when they will be confronted with increasing amounts of often complex information.
The use of computer data base programs in the social studies classroom can contribute
to the development of important skills that will help students face this challenge. The
approach introduced by these materials will also teach the value and limitations of the
computer.
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In the Library/Media and Computer Skills section of the NORTH CAROLINA STANDARD
COURSE OF STUDY and the TEACHER HANDBOOK, the following goal for computer
awareness is given at all grade levels:

GOAL 6: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of
computers, their operation, and their possible
application to solving relevant problems.

In grade seven, one of the objectives for this goal is:

6.2 Understand the uses of a computer to process
data.

Proficiency in this objective could be obtained through the use of non-computerized
activities, field trips, interviews, and media. Students do not necessarily need to have
hands-on experiences with a computer.

However, by grade eight the objective has changed slightly to read:

6.2 Demonstrate an increasing proficiency in the use
of a data base program.

It is suggested that at this grade level students should use a computerized data base
program in order to understand fully its operation and advantages.

Even though these two objectives are introduced at grade seven and eight, the skills
obtained should be practiced and used thereafter. This can best be accomplished
through an application to the instructional program.
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WHAT IS A DATA BASE?
DATA BASE: A collection of information on a particular subject

organized in a specific manner.

Collections of informationwords, numbers, symbols--exist in many different forms. In
most homes there are collections of recipe cards and collections of addresses; in school
there are file cabinets of student work and collections of catalog cards in the media
center card catalog. The telephone book and the dictionary are also examples of
collections of information. In the world of work, collections may consist of car license tag
numbers, or airline schedules or store inventory lists. These collections are used to find
specific information and to help make decisions.

Microcomputers allow greater flexibility in using collections of information. The
information can be rearranged and changed to find specific information more easily. This
flexibility provides more accurate information and provides it faster enabling people to
make better decisions. The use of the microcomputer to manipulate these collections has
resulted in a new term for collections of information. The collection is called a data base
and the information in the collection is called the data. The microcomputer program
which contains and manages the data is called a data base management program or a
file handler.

How does a data base management program relate to the instructional program of a
school? Unlike many computer assisted instructional programs, a data base
management program is not a tutorial, a simulation or drill on facts. It does not "present"
information for the student to learn. Instead, it is a utility to facilitate the activities of
organizing, manipulating, and accessing information relevent to the current curriculum.
Skills of sorting information, of searching for information by keywords, of outlining facts,
and of analyzing information to make decisions are not new skills. Students are taught
these essential skills starting in kindergarten. However, these competencies can be
strengthened by the use of a data base management program.

In this age of technology, the ability to select, organize, and manage information are
important skills. Although important, these skills are not ends within themselves. The
benefit of using data bases in the instructional program is the development of decision
making skills.



"Limited-use" data bases

Data bases are all around us. Some data bases are a collection of information which is
already arranged in a certain manner. An example of this type of data base is the
telephone book. Think about how a telephone book is organized: the information is
grouped by cities; the information in each grouping is arranged alphabetically by the last
name of an individual or by a company name. We can SEARCH the telephone book for
the phone number or the street address of a specific individual or company. We can
obtain a listing of all individuals in the phone book with the same last name. However, it
is not as easy to locate an individual with the phone number of 365-4092 or to select all
individuals living on Edgewater Drive. Ways to use this type of data base are limited.
The type of data in a telephone book is a "limited-use" data base. Other examples of
"limited-use data bases are: recipe files, address books, checking account statements,
grocery lists, newspaper want ads, television schedules, department or discount store
catalogs, warehouse inventories, restaurant menus, sports team statistics, record store
album lists, media center card catalogs, class grade books. One characteristic of a
"limited-use" data base is that the the information is printed on paper. This creates a
problem if the data base needs to be sorted. We must rearrange or even cut the pieces
of paper in order to SORT the data base differently. SEARCHing these data bases for
specific information is not as much of a problem. However, it can be time-consuming and
prone to errors.

SEARCH and SORT--these are two main operations on a data base. These terms are
defined below.

SEARCH: An operation to select data from the data base according to
specified criteria or conditions.

SORT: An operation to rearrange the order of the records in the data
base according to a specified alphabetical or numerical order.
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"Multi-use data bases

Data bases range in size from very small lists to enormous amounts of information such
as the U.S. census. Think of some other very large data bases. (Examples: voter
registration records, hospital patient records, automobile license tag registrations, armed
forces files, bank records) It takes a long time to SORT and SEARCH paper versions of
these large data bases. Not only is there time involved in a problem but also the accuracy
of the work. Thus, the relationships between many of the items of data in these large data
bases is seldom discovered.

The increased availability of the microcomputer is allowing people a chance to work with
large data bases. By entering the data into the computer, they can take advantage of the
speed and accuracy of the computer to manipulate the information to determine possible
relationships. Therefore, they can collect more data for better decisions. These electronic
data bases are called "multi-use" data bases. They can be sorted and searched in many
more ways and much faster than "limited-use" data bases. The two main operations of a
"multi-use" data base are stili SORT and SEARCH, but the parts of these data bases
have specific names. Carefully read the following definitions and examine the diagram
below to learn some of the parts and functions of a multi-use data base:

FILE: The name of a collection of information stored on a
microcomputer diskette or loaded into the microcomputer.

RECORD: A unit of data in a data base consisting of all the data in the
specified categories for that unit.

FIELD: A category in which data is included for a particular record.

CHARACTER: A number, letter, or symbol used to form the data.

ADD A RECORD: A function used to enter information into a data base.

EDIT/UPDATE A RECORD: A function used to change the data in a record.

DELETE A RECORD: A function used to eliminate a record from a data base.

PRINT: A function used to produce a paper copy of the selected data.

BROWSE: A function used to scan the data in a record or the records in
a file.



Get
Organized
for Good
With
Dail 'base
Software
CREATE A
COMPUTERIZED FILE
CABINET THAT PLACES
INFORMATION
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
BY STEVE MORGENSTERN

Don't look now, but your homc is crawling
with . . . data!

Yes. it's true: even in the most nontechni-
cal home, there's data in every nook and cran-
ny. Over therein the desk drawer. That enve-
lope crammed with receipts. What a load of
data! And under it. your insurance policies. or
your tattered address book. or the member-

ship list from the P.T.A.. . . it's a whole drawer
simply filled with data.

Surely we can find somc place without
data. But noin the kitchen there's a calen-
dar, with data about birthdays and anniversa-
ries scrawled here and there. How about the
kids' rooms? Even here, data is rampant. Look
at that checklist of baseball cards in Junior's
collection, or the notes for Annie's school re-
port about snakes.

It's time to face facts"data" is nothing
but information, and the amount of informa-
tion we all deal with every day just keeps grow-
ing. What can we do about this dizzying deluge
of data? We can tame it. organize it. and cap-
ture it in a form in which we can control it.
That's where data-base software comes in.

YOUR DIGITAL FILING SYSTEM
Youll find literally dozens of programs de-

signed to help you file Information of all sorts. :
Some arc called "filing programs." others.
"data bases" or "data-base managers." For our
purposes, the terms mean the same thing (see
-Relational? What's That?").

You could spend $600 or more for a data-
base program designed for business use. Fil-
ing managers for home or small-business use.
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on the other hand, are available for anywhere
from 820 to 8200.

Within this price range. there arc plenty of
titles from which to choose for most comput-
ers. Lots of choices means tots of decisions, so
you'll need to know the right questions to ask
when sorting through the alternatives. With
that in mind, let's take a question-and-answer
approach to the field of filing programs. start-
ing with a very common question.

WHY BOTHER?
As we tried to indicate, most people have

some kind of information they nced to keep
handy. Granted, there's nothing you can put
into your filing program that you couldn't
write down on paper. The real difference
comes when you try iofind something. Filing
software gives you a way to make sense of your
datato put it in order, and pull thc onc tidbit
you need from a mountain of information.

Take, for example, my taxes. For most of
last year. my high-tech solution to this nation-
al problem was a ahoebox. Then, as April 15
rolled closer. I took shoebox in hand. bootcd
up a friendly data base, and entered the infor-
mation from a year's worth of receipts into a
computer file. I did not type the information in
any particular order, or presort the scraps; I
Just sat down and typed away. Then, when all
the information was entered, I could ask for all
my postage receipts in chronological order, for
instance, and print out the results. The same
went for travel expenses, income, and interest
earnings. All of it went jumbled into the com-
puter; it came out neat, ready to be filled in on
the IRS schedules and forms.

A data base listing your household posses-
sions and their value can be extremely helpful
if you ever have to file an insurance claim. The
same thing is true with all your hardware and
software purchases. A family medical history is
another easy and potentially valuable use of a
filing program (see the Home/Money Manage-
ment column in the November 1985 FAMILY
COMPUTING).

Seen as general purpose tools. filing soft-
ware can answer many needs that might oth-
erwise be filled by specialized packages. This
can include home budgeting or a checkbook
register, tracking stock and bond portfolios or
recipe files, and organizing research notes for
term papers or even doctoral dissertations.

WHAT'S A FILE,
AND NOW DO I SET ONE UP?

While there's certainly plenty of variety
among filing programs. the basic procedure
for putting information in and getting it out
again Is fairly standard.

In setting up. decide which categories you
want to include (like PHONE in an address file).
Name each category, entering that name into
the filing program to create a formjust like a
blank form you might type out if you were
creating a file on paper. Then. each time you

enter the data, you'll simply fill in the blanks..
The jargon is simplewith a data base,

categories of information are called "fields."
and a blank form is a "record." Together. all
your records on one subject constitute a "file."
Each record might contain data about one per-
son in an address file, for example. or one
source in your reference notes. Within every
record there are separate fields for each catego-
ry. In an address-file record, for instance,
you'd likely have a NAME field. a PHONE field. a
ZIP cope field, and so on.

THE DATA DANC16..ARRANGING,
CHANGING, AND REARRANGING

Imagine things the old way. Each record
in your address file is on an index card. You
can reshuffle the deck of cards into any ordcr.
.,ccording to any category on the card. Alpha-
betical order by last name? Birthday ordcr?
Take your choicebut be prepared to spcnd
some time and effort reading and rearranging
cach card.

Now boot up a filing program. All of
sudden. It's easy to order your facts, to rear-
range them whenever it sults you. This is the
"sort" function, an especially handy tool when
you're adding new information or changing.
old. Instead of trying to find the right spot for
this new data, you simply add it to the file.
Invoking your program's sort command makes
all the data fall into place in your chosen
perhaps alphabeticalorder.

Every filing program we've seen has some
kind of Sorting capability. At the simplest level,
you can put words into alphabetical order or
numbers Into numerical order. For instance, a
program such as Friendly Filer will sort infor-
mation only from A to 2 or smallest number to
largest. If you want your flle arranged so the
bigger expenses come before the smallest,
you're out of luck.

On the other hand, software like Bank
Street Fi!er lets you sort from lowest to highest
or from highest to lowest in at least three
ways: alphabetically, numerically, and chrono-
logically.

HOW DO I FIND
SPECIFIC INFORMATION?

Finding a particular bit of information
within your file is accomplished by a pro-
gram's "search" feature. One example of a
search feature is exact matching. If I'm looking
for all the people named "Smith" in my file. I

will ask the program to find every record with
the name "Smith" in the LAst NAME field.

There ire some kinks to consider. If you
set up your data base with separate fields for
LAST NAME and FIRST NAME. then you can pull
out the Smiths with an exact match search
under LAST NAME. But if you've used a rime
field and entered "John Smith." "Jane Smith."
and so on. then "Smith" is not an exact match
for either one. Youll need a different method
for searching.
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A MIKII4IIVI IMA 'IASI
In data-base programs
(as In many other types
qf software). you'll con-
trol the program In two
main ways: through
menus or through com-
mands. With menu-
driven software, you
activate the program's

functions by making
choices from a menu.
With the command-
drWen type, you need
to remember what
key(s) to press for any
particularfunction.
Menu-driven Ls easier
(nothing to memorize):
cornmand-driuen is fas-
ter (no menus need to
be printed on-screen).
Some filing programs
(such as the data-base
module In AppleWorks)
combine menusfor cer-
tain functions, with
commands in other sec-
tions.

The representative
screens on this page
and the next few pages
illustrate the menu-
driven concept.
MAIN MENU

STEVE MORGENSTERN Ls a
software reviewerfor
FAMILY COMPUTING. This TS
his first feature article

for the magazine.
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'ELECTED FILING SOFTWARE FO
suitable for use by most families: In a few cases. ti
powerful enough for small businessein that% noted *Mk.
ate. An explanation of the terms and criteria .useCiriithe.
follows.

NerdrINIP itarirammass Unless otheratiae atateit.'minimum"mertiort
requirements are 48K for Apple II series: 411K for Atari. 128Kfor IBM
PC/PC,fr and compatibles. and 128K for Macintosh:0f conise*rer..,..
sions of the same title for different computers may amyl:Ifni:1..4,0.1T!

Mau Ns. ilmseds. atax. Ns. Molds, sad am Mos Semi The threentaefi
categories are interrelated. As the values in either of the last two:go
up. the maximum number of records in one Me goee down. In Mt;
Even though the AppleWorks' data base allows each record to tOn-,:
lain up to 1.024 .charactens..' one Me cannot hold the 'AM 1.3150.
records if each record consists of the maximum number;of charac-p.

set up more fields. your Ma. Ns; liaasniiileCniales;' too.
Ohs lIssord I. measured here in characters.W17.'Vw vq .

lett 'Alpha" means to sort mixed text (words alone in a
lmionla!tand, numbers): rnumerte refers to number sorts only.

"*.Alicaliding":14 A to Z or zero to nine. while "descending" is the
Vevemit Z to A or high number to low number. , .

IlsankTypass In order to best use limited space, the terms employed
in this column are in verbal or symbolic shorthand. For instance.
niatCh` refers to two different, but related methods of finding infor-
matiOn: exact and embedded matches. Some match searches are also
ease-sensitive (upper- or lowercase). The numeric equivalent of
match is "..".."Not match" is the same as ''not but applied to
'words, rather than numbers. When applied to words.' the numeric
.searches ">" (greater than) and "<" (less than) become a "range
search;;AwIkIcard " search aCcepts any character in a given post-

ThW Northam.
Pablisher/Prks iteqdressats
ApplWorks
Apple Computer
14C181 998-1010
8250

Reviewed on
Apple 11c. Also for
Apple Ile.

S ank Intent
f iler
Broderbund
Software
14151 479-1170
850-$70

Reviewed on C 64/
128. Also for 64K/
I28K Apple.

N ottor Workings Reviewed on Apple.
P lls Ropes, Also for C 64/128.
Spinnaker
(617) 494-1200
850-660
Th. Consesitsat
Batteries Included
14161 881-9941
659-6100

Reviewed on C 64.
Also for C 128.
IBM PC/PCJr.

Data Mossogssr 2 Reviewed on C 64.
Timeworks Also for C 128.
(312) 948-9200 IBM PC/Kir and
650-6130 compatibles.
D. Itssrfoct Reviewed on Apple.
LJK Enterprises Also for Atari.
13141962-1855
6130

14 Nes
Spectrum ;sleets
12121 441- 7
625

32K Tandy Color
Computer

"I Know
Ws Ifiro
Sonsowkorol"
Hayden Software
16171 937-0200
$60

Macintosh.

Tim tAnnorsr C 641128.
Commodore
(215) 431-9100
650

MastorTypes
f iler
Scarborough
(914) 332-4545
640

Reviewed on Apple.
Also for Atari.
C 641128. IBM
PC/PCJr.

Microsoft Mi Macintosh.
Microsoft Corp.
12061 828-8089
6195

in Ma
Computer Easy
16121829-9614
820

IBM PC/PCO and
compatibles.

Software
Publishing
14151962-8910
850-8175

Reviewed on 128K
Appe. Also for
C 64. 1BM PC/PCjr.
Macintosh.

Non. NO.
Nemo*

Nok Nk
Melds

Max. Oa
eard

1.350 30 1.024 char.

255 50 4.000 char.

2.000 20i 1.600 char.

Limited by
disk
capacity.

98.010
char.

2.000 20 230 char.

3.000 32 4.224 char.

15 256 char.

Limited by
Random
Access
Memory
(RAM.

20 16.000
char.

2.000 250 1.500 char.

250 I I 330 char.

65.535 1.023 Limited by
disk
capacity.

2.000 42 1.365 char.

32.000 32.000 Limited by
disk
capacity.

Sad
TIM

kind.
TYPOS

Entry/
rimed

Alpha/numeric/
date: ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Range.
Numeric: = . not

. >. <.

Entry extremely
easy: speed
unusually fast.

Alphahlumerld
date/time:
ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Numeric:
= . not >. <.

Complete menus
and prompts make
it simple and quick.

Alpha/numeric:
ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Wild card.
Numeric: =. not

. >. <.

Data entry relatively
easy and reasonably
rapid.

Alpha/numeric: Match. Wild card.
ascending. Numeric: = . not

. >. <.

Good method of
data entry. So-so
speed.

Alpha/numeric/
date: ascending/
descending.

Match. Record no. Setup OK. but slow
Numeric/date: >. <. In use.

Alpha/numeric/
date: ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Wild card.
Numeric: =. not

>. <.

Fast setup with
handy features.
Quick. with data In
RAM.

AlphaMumeric:
ascending/
descending.

Match. Setup and entry
easy: slow In
operation.

Alpha/numeric:
ascending.

Exact match. Wild Easy to set up and
hard. use. Relatively

quick.

Alpha/numeric:
ascentlinW
descending.

Match. Numeric: Good edit functions
for record creation.

Alpha/numeric:
ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Numeric:
= not = >. <.

Easy to do:
moderately quick.

Alpha/numeric/
date: ascending/
descent.:ng.

Match and not
match. Range.
Numeric: =. not

Preset record
format makes entry
speedy.

Alpha/numeric:
ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Wild card.
Numeric: not

>. <.

Easy entry. but
limited format.
Operates quickly.

Alpha: ascending. Match and not
match. Range. Wild
card. Numeric: =.
not =. >. <.

Dal.. entry is quick.
Acceptable speed In
UM.

Synflio+ Atari. 13.000
SYnaPsei
Brodetbund
14151 479-1170
$50

255 char. Alpha/numeric:
ascending/
descending.

Match and not
match. Range. Wild
card. Numeric: =.
>. <.

On-screen prompts
make setup/entry
easy. Fast-running.

MEYNumerIc search types: Equal: MN Not Equal: > Greater than: < less than. ON On.fine help screens.
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LY AND SMAL4 BUSINESS-USE:-
For example. In a search for state abtinviations (whese k

Ns. (See the main terdfor a complete explanation ql
mark is the wild card). "or will &Wes' my. NY ID: 46

lobyllIpeeds The information in this column has been
termined by our reviewer. "Entry" stress to the ease ()fuse
easel in entering Information. "Speed". meana."Hme fast

m operateiespeciallx in the thret areas of:sating.

!Cheap Filesileserds/Fleldn'What happein when"you wantris=
data entrylr

te records after a file is created? Can you change recordtwithoptip
disturbing the existing data? Is It possible to copy, move. or

records, or fields? Look In this column for answers.
Roped owl Mob Pasetleass Three major types 'of report formataiaspd,

listed. "Tabular" means a format with lines (or rows) and eoluinnsc
In almost all cases, math functions demand a tabular formaIlmot,..:

;

Iiitkinrare performed on a column, rather than on a line. The
ettiteiscirt format can refer to a simple. top-to-bottom listing and/or

.risdirlaiitscoM "Irsie-form" page layout. "Labels" refers to mailing
'bne per line. "Printer codes means you can send

control characters to your printer in the report mode. This
abetter command of your printer's particular features, in clud-

Ing.thelanineasedtypeface. ..
9et ."11bur-fimetion arithmetic" Is a fancy way of saying addition, sub-
UsictlooribultIplleation.'and division. "Logical functions" refer to "tft

IotherilkItlfids of statements (see the bowling example In main text):
qhis powatls often found only in business-class data-base software.

Iewasemladsos pike Istryllipeed, this hi a reviewer's opinion category..
olive theiftiur 'columns of Ildlisgs.

sites and essonsidis Here you'll find more facts (such as file
compatibility); and additional thoughts from the reviewer.

Choose Files/ Report sad
Records/Fields WA Foodless ON lloalessolellea

RAVINGS norther Notes
0 Ell 'EN V sad Conneents

Can add/delete fields after
file is made. but you lose
record formats. Makes
suhliles

Types: tabular, lists, and
mailing labels. Totals.
subtotals. 4-function
arithmetic. Printer codes.

Y Takes you from disk
tutorial, to manual, to
reference materialsa
worthwhile arrangement.

(a. Integrated software. including word
processor and spreadsheet. Sluires
files with VislCalc and most word
processors. Good for business and
home use.

Can change field names.
qrpes. and positions after
file IS made. Combines
existing files.

Types: tabular, lists, and
mailing labels. Totals.
subtotals. 4-funclion
arithmetic.

Y Excellent disk tutorial lets
you start without looking
at good manual.

Enough power Mr most users, and
very friendly throughout. Can ap-
pend up to 7 lines of comments io
each record. Shares tiles with Hank
Street Writer and Mailer.

Can, ad add/delete fields
after file is made. Can
copy record layout lo new

Types: tabular and labels.
Totals, subtotals.
averages. max./min..
4-function arithmetic.

Y Manual looks better than
it reads: has weak
Instructions, such as Its
explanation of sorting.

Flexible search function, but can't
save report layout and criteriaa big
flaw. Shares tiles with Better Work-
ing word processor and spreadsheet.

Add/delete fields after file _ Types: lists and labels. Y Some poor explanations
setup. Can create new file 4-function arithmetic. detract from manual.
from existing data. record count. Printer Could explain in more

codes. depth.
Add/delete fields lo TYpes: lists and labels.
existing records. Can also 4-function arithmetic.
change recta d sequence. With graphing feature.

N Must Jump back and forth
between sections. and no
index. Weak graphing
explanation.

Add/delete/Inuit Skids
after setup. Can transfer
selected info into new
data base.

Types: tabular and labels. N Clear reading in an
4.1bnclIon arithmetic, extensive. step-by-step
plus LOG. INT. ABS. EXP. tutoriala real strength.
and SQR math functions.

Add/delete fields. or Types: none. Printer
change field munes. codes. No math functions.

N Covers all the necessary
information, but nothing
more. Offset quality.

Cannot add/delete fields
after data entry. Can
change field site or field
label.

Type: !ISIS only. No rea'
math or logical functio

Y A manual that is clear
enough, but you wish
there were more
information.

Add/delete or rearrange
fields after data entry.
Can change fides.

lype: lists only. Totals. 4-
function arithmetic. If/
then, and/or logic.

N Sktmpy and abstruse
manual gives short shrift
to program's powerful
features.

* * * *
* * *

* * * *
* * * *

* *

*
* t*

* *
* *

Shares files with PaperChp word
processor. Password protection avail-
able. Cannot back up single files
full disk only.
Shares files with Word Writer. &WI.
Cale. Best for business: password
mandatory. The graph function only
special feature.
Shares files with Letter Pe&ct word
processor. For business as well as
home. Helpful buill-in calculator for
entering numbers. Nice Mr novices
and experts.
A good filing program Mr kids ar be-
ginners. but Is limited In use (I.e..
no report function). Shares tiles
with Teleiertter-64.

Record size limited to one screen.
Good enclosed sample files Can
have.5 files open at one time in
separate windows. A beginner's file
program.

For sophisticated home users or
small businesses. Arithmetic calcula-
tions can be mused Mr "what-if
planning.

Cannot add/delete fields
after file is made. Gan
make new file based on
data In original

Types: tabular, in lines as
well as columns. Totals.
but no logical functions
or printer options.

N A strong point of the
package. The manual Is
clear and helpful, with
cartoon illustrations.

40-column display: 80-column print-
out. Good Mr children or adults who
want an easy program. A limit of 10
files per disk.

Can add/delete fields after
file Is made. Easy to add
data to existing retords.

Types: tabular, lists, and
mailing labels. Totals.
averages. maximin..
standard deviation.
count.

Add/delete Skids. Change
field names, but not
positions. Can copy.
rename. merge files.

Types: tabular and labels.
Totals, subtotals. and
4-function arlthmette.

The manual is
comprehensive, logically
arranged, and has a good
index.

Me manual gets the Job
done, but nothing more.

-a

Can Include MacPaInt images In file.
Shares files with Word. Multiplan.
Chart. and MacWrite. Reference card
enclosed. Works well in offices or
homes.

Straightforward liter, with some stir-
prisingly powerful features. InChideS
password security. For business as
well as home use.

You can do major
redestgn after file lb
made. Create subliks and
merge file data.

Add/delete fields. Create
subfiles and merge file
contents.

PPS:Report bought
separately. Types: tabular
and labels. Totals.
subtotals. averages.
4.function arithmetic.

Well-structured. with good
examples. Aimed at
mature Wee.

Shares tiles with other PPS titles.
Especially useful with text-heavy
files. thanks to flexible sizing of
fields and records. For home and
office.IMac comes w/PPS:Reporl.1

Types: tabular and labels.
Print codes. Totals. 4-
function arithmetic, plus
more math functions.

Complete tutorial on disk
and a well-presented
manual make this non-
Intimidating.

Shares files with Mart Writer. Syn
Cale. litstCalr. PaperClip. A top-
notch data base, with sophisticated
features and good prompts for user.

"Anlitis Over.ili pentagons:et III Ease of use: IN k:rranhandling: V Value foe money: Poor: Average: Good: Very gaud:
data base only Id you nerd-the integrated 'word processor and spreedslwell.

Kneettem: Eseellem tar
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CONSIDER
WHAT'S AVAILABLE:

CHOOSING
YOUR DATA BASE

The accompanying chart gives the "vital statis-
tics" on more than a dozen Ming programs. but
that's just the Up of the Iceberg. We chose these
programs to provide a representative sample or
what's out there. You'll find many more choices
on the store shelves. Therefore. to help you make
an informed selection, here are some guidelines
for choosing a data base;
WHO WILL USE IT?

You'll lind filing programs simple enough for
everyone from about 8 years old and up. while
others are highly technical. One key difference Is
the program's structure. Will you have to remem-
ber commands when you want to do something.
or can you make choices from an on-screen
menu? Working with a menu is certainly simpler.
but It's often accompanied by less power.
EASE OF USE VS. POWER

Some of the simpler filing programs are so
easy. you can master them in the course of a day.
Others take weeks to understand all their capa-
btlitlesbut If you need those features, that's
time well spent. Of course. price is linked to pow-
er as well, although we found some very muscular
data-base packages at very reasonable prices.
WHAT WILL YOU USE
YOUR DATA BASE FOR?

What purpose will you '-ita-base files serve?
Odds are. you will have dile task in mind
when you decide to buy a data base. Will any
program you're considering accommodate the
type of data you'll be entering? Can it handle a
large enough file? Will its search, sort, and report
capabilities let you conveniently pull out Informa-
tion In the form you need it?

Consider all the ways you might possibly use
the program in the future. Paying a few extra
dollars for more flexibility now may be rewarded
by greater use later on.
READ THE MANUAL

Take a look at the documentation. The fast-
est way to get a good picture or a filing program's
capabilities is seeing It in black and white: it's
better than a knowledgeable friend's well-mean-
ing explanation, or a salesperson's quick pitch.
Of course. if you can borrow a program from a
friend and work with it for a while before pur-
chasing. that's even better.

A significant question involves uppercase
and lowercase letters. Usually, you are free to
enter data in any mixture of capital and small
letters you choose. But that can affect the way
you search for the information later, since
some search functions are case-sensitive. In a
case-sensitive search for "Smith," the listings
for "shunt" or "smith" won't appear.

Another type of search looks for an embed-
ded sequence of letters anywhere they occur. If
you've put first and last names into a .single
NAME field, you could find all the Smiths by
searching for the name wherever it exists, in
that field or in the whole file.

Still another kind of search uses wild
cards. A wild-card search accepts any letter or
number in a particular position. For example.
if an asterisk serves as a "wild card" in your
program. then searching for "cosr!vaps;' will give

you all the tiles dated Julie 1986.
Another common way of finding data

range search. using "greater than" or
than" (such as. lind all the names greater
M. meaning those that start with letters
M to '4). There also are "not equal to" scat
(find all states that aren't Iowa, for examl

What makes searching especially pou
is the ability to check more than onc tIck
record at the same time. This is a form of
or" logic. If you wanted io find all the peot
your file whose Iasi names start with W.
live in Nebraska. and who arc more (hal
years old. the better data-base packages le:
pick out only those records that salisl
t hree condi t ions.

HOW DOES A DATA BASE
DELIVER THE GOODS?

Any filing program we've tested lett-
choosc between reading the information
request on your monitor and having it pr
out on your printer. Differences arise in
options as viewing onc rccord at a Um(
screen or several at once.

In addition to recreating the blank 1.
you've filled in. many programs let you
the information in the form of labels, or
simple line-by-line listing. When you get
fancier formats, however (for instance. i
outs which include only some of the lick
each record), then you arc looking at a !
tion called "reporting."

Report functions begin wi th designing
printout or the on-screen data display.
example: Does the phone number come
the name or after the address in an ad,
file? It's usually your choice. Within the lit
tions imposed by your program and your pri
you can specify where you want each it(
information printed, and what kind of I
ings you want for a column or report sec

Math capabilities arc often part of tl
port feature. They're very useful. When I u
data base to help with my taxes, I hal
program print a total of all my expense
in each category. Some report functions
vide only a single total at the end of a r(
others let you construct complex mathem
forniulas.

HOW MUCH MATH WILL A DATA
BASE DO?

.One general difference between the
tively simple tiling programs we've exarr
and expensive, business-oriented data
managers is the complexity of the mathe
cal functions available. Even at the lowei
of thc price scale, though. you can find
sophisticated capabilities.

The Manager from Commodore is
package that lets you create fields that co
data calculated from information found II
er fields. Let's say you put the scores of
bowling team into a file with The Man
You could include a field in each team

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



bees record called "Average." and cntcr a for-
mula tbr calculating averages. The program
.vould automatically update this figure when
you add each week's scores.

That Just scratches thc surfacc of mathe-
matical reporting capabilities, though. The
Minot er actually lets you write short pro-
grams within the data base, basing its calcula-
tions and printouts on logical and arithmetic
calculations. For instance, If a bowler scores
over 200, then place his or her name in the
honor-roll field.

These kinds of mathematical and logical
abilities provide a lot of power. but they're not
always easy to usc. If you think you'll want to
perform complicated manipulations of your in-
formation, then pick a filing program that of.
fcrs these functions.

DO I HAVE TO PLAN AHEAD?
Most simply, the amount of planning re-

wired before creating a data-base file dcpends
in the software you've choscn.

Generally speaking, you can add new fields
to a file (up to its maximum capacity) even
after you've started entering information, but
you won't be able to move thc fields around.
That is, if you've created a file with NAME. AD-
DRESS, and PHONE fields, and you later decide
you'd like an AGE field, youll be able to add AGE
it the end of each record, but you won't be able
o tuck it in between ADDRESS and PHONE.

You may have to preplan your sorting
ieeds as well. Filing programs sort your data
nto alphabetical or numerical order bascd on
selected fields, known as "key fields." General-
.y. the key field can be changed whenever you
like, but in some programs you must identify
he key field when you first create the file.

VIIAT ABOUT
'INTEGRATED SOFTWARE"?

There exist two main methods of sharing
nformation between applications. Truly inte-
;rated software combines a data base, a word
irocessor, and(usually) a spreadsheet in a sin-
& package. Sometimes separate programs are
ile-compatible. meaning you can use data
*rom one program in another. With filing soft-
ware, "integration" of either kind will often
How you to take a report from a data base and
lace it in a word processor.

Because there's so much software to cover.
ye have included only one example of truly
ntegrated softwareAppleWorks. Some data
iases, such as PFS:Ftle and Bank Street Filer.
ire part of integrated software families: the
ndividual elements are sold separately. In ei-
her case, trading information across program
Ines is easy.

WHAT CAN'T A
ILING PROGRAM DO?

The borderlines separating filing pro-
;rams. word processors. and spreadsheets can
ie fuzzy sometimes. Each has its strong suit,

RELATIONAL?
WHAT'S THAT?

As you cruise your local software store in search
of the ultimate data base, you're likely to run into
the term "relational"---as in "powerful, versatile
relational data-base manager." What is this? A
data base to keep track of your relatives?

Not exactly. What makes a data-base program
relational is the ability to grab information from
more than one file at the same time. Regular
filing software can use information from only one
file al a time.

For example. a relational package could auto-
matically pull Aunt Jennifer's address from your
ADDRESS file, find out what she gave you for your
birthday from a separate INCOMING Girl's file, and
then prtnt a report as a perfect thank-you note.

Most relational data bases are quite expen-
sive, although a few. like Proctiflase from Prarti-
Corp.. now cost under $100. However, they still
require lots of memory (figure on 256K to start)
and are more complicated than a simpler filing
program.

but each also dabbles in the other's capabilities.
Word processors are designed to manipu-

late text. You can type information, move
pieccs of text around, and print out in a vari-
ety 'of formats. Most word processors have a
search function like a data base, but your abil-
ity to organize and reorganize information is
limited. and (almost always) you have no
mathematical functions.

Spreadsheet software works best with
numbers: words are generally inserted solely
as labels.They are not usually strong with text
manipulation, and the reporting function is
limited in format choices.

A data base deals with words and numbcrs
equally wellin either case, the letters or fig-
ures represent information to bc put into cate-
gories. However, the amount of data (text or
numbers) yuu can include in a single rccord
varies widely from data base to data basc. In
somc, you can fit only 24 characters into a
single field. Others allow as much as four or
five pages of text under a single heading. Still.
document-length information often requires a
word-processing program.

Similarly, the mathematical abilities of
some data bases may be all you need to juggle
numbers. But. if youll be working with a lot of
figures. changing some to find out what effect
the change will have on others, thcn a spread-
sheet is your tool of choice.

A QUESTION OF STYLE
Everyone deals with information in dis-

tinctive ways. Some well-organized souls have
every name, date, and number carefully tucked
away. Most of us "know It's here someplace"
and rummage furiously for the crucial scrap of
paper when we need it. A computer filing pro-
gram makes sense, no matter which group you
belong to. The organized individual achieves a
loftier state of control, while the harried scrap-
hunter enters a mound of data into the com-
puter and lets the software sort it out.

7,1
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

You are a member of the staff of the Department of State. You have
the task of analyzing social and economic indicators for countries in
The Middle East, Latin America and Africa. The purpose of your
analysis is to be prepared to make recommendations to your superiors
on foreign policy decisions affecting these regions. This is an
ongoing task. From time to time you are expected to make specific
recommendations regarding foriegn aid, national defense, foreign
policy statements, legislation, diplomatic initiatives and responses.
Below are projects you have been asked to complete within the next few
days.

Use the data file to complete these projects.

PROJECT 1

Answer the following questions. The answers will be used in briefings
for key senators and foreign service personnel.

1. How many countries are in Africa?

2. How many countries are in Central America?

3. How many countries are in South America?

4. How many countries are in the Carribean region?

5. How many countries are in the region referred to as The Middle
East?

6. Which African Nation had the the highest infant
mortality in 1 31? 1981?

7. Which South ikmerical nation had the highest infant mortality rate
in 1960? 1981?

8. Which countr! a-ch of the following regions had the
highest literacy ate in 1980? (North America, Central America,
South America Me Middle East)

9. Whicl- country in all five regions had the longest life expectancy?

10. Which hations in Africa and Central America had an average annual
population growth rate of more than 3.0 percent between
1960 and 1961?

11. Which nations in Central America had more than 50 percent of
the labor force engaged in agriculture in 1980?

12. Which African nations had more than 50 percent of the labor
force engaged in agriculture in 1980?

13. Which African nation had a population of 32 million in 1981?

0-1f
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14. Which nation in the entire file had the largest population
in 1981?

15. Which nation in South America had the highest population per
physican in 1980? Lowest?

16. Which nation in Africa had the highest population per
physican in 19S0? Lowest?

17. Which nations in North America, Central America, South America,
The Middle Easc and North Africa, And Sub-Saharan Africa have
a gross national product per capita of more than $10,000.00 in
1981?

,



PROJECT 2

The United States is considering an increase aid in those categories
designed to improve health care. Determine which countries in South
America are eligible for this type of aid. Recommend three countries
for consideration. When determining which countries to recommend
analyze life expectancy, infant mortality and population per physican.
Use these factors to choose the three countries you will recommend.
Indicate the location of each country selected on a blank outline map.
Write several paragraphs describing why each country was selected.
Attach printouts of data used in making your decision to the maps and
written description.

PROJECT 3

This assignment is a request for information that will help the
Secretary of State decide which African countries to approach with
incentives to become trading partners. Countries with a high per
capita gross national product, above average literacy rates for their
region, higher than average exports and lower than average percentage
of the labor force involved in agriculture should be considered. Use
the data file to narrow your choices and recommend a total of five
African countries. Show the location of your choices on a blank
outline map and write several paragraphs defending your choices.
Attach the printouts used to narrow your choices to the map and
narrative.



Pr::.ect 2

COUNTRY REGION FOP/NY LIFE EXF.1981 INFAN7 MOR 1981 POP 1981

Colombia Soutn America 1,920 62 55 24.4

Chile South America 1,920 68 42 ii.3

Bolivia South Arlerica 1,850 51 129 5.7

Paraguay South America 1,710 65 46 3.1

Brazil South Ameri:a 1,700 64 75 120.5

Ecuador South America 1,620 62 80 8.6

Peru South America 1,390 56 85 17.0

Panama South America 980 71 21 1.9

Venezuela South America 950 68 40 15.4

Uruguay South America 540 71 29 2.9

Argentina South America 530 7! 44 28.2

=====AVERAGES--------11 RECORDS

1,372.6764.73 59.64 21.91
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COUNTRY REGILN GNP 1981

Libya Africa 8,450

South Africa Africa 2,770

Algeria Africa 2,140

Tunisia Africa 1,420

Ivory Coast Africa 1,200

Congo Africa 1,110

Cameroon Africa 880

Zimbabwe Africa 870

Nigeria Africa 870

Morocco Africa 860

Egypt Africa 650

Zambia Africa 600

Lesotho Africa 540

Liberia Africa 520

Mauritania Africa 460

Senegal Africa 430

Kerya Africa 420

Ghana Africa 400

Sudan Africa 380
Togo Africa 380

Madagascar Africa 330

Niger Africa 330

Central Africa Rep. Africa 320

Benin Africa 320

Sierra Leone Africa 320

Guinea Africa 300

Tanzania Africa 280

Somalia Africa 280

Rwanda Africa 250

Burkina Faso Africa 240

Burundi Africa 230

Uganda Africa 220

Zaire Africa 210

Malawi Africa 200

Mali Africa 190

Ethiopia Africa 140

Chad Africa 110

Mozambique Africa 0

Angola Africa 0

AVERAGES 39 RECORDS

759.49

3
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COUNTRY REGION % LITERACY 1980

Tanzania Ainica 79

Zimbabwe Af-ca 69

Tunisia Afr:ca 62

Somalia Africa 60

Zaire Africa 55

Uganda Afr.:a 52

Lesotno Africa g,

Madagascar Africa 50

Rwanda Africa 50

Kenya Africa 47

Zambia Africa 44

Egypt Africa 44

Ivory Coast Africa 35

Algeria Africa 35

Nigeria Africa 34

Centre Afrca Rep. Africa 33

Mozambicue Africa 33

Sudan Afnica 32

Bupr Africa 28

Morocc: Africa 28

Malawi Africa 25

Burundi Africa 25

Liberia Africa 25

Guinea Afr;ca 20

Togo Africa 18

Mauritania Africa 17

Chad Africa 15

Sierra Le:ne Africa 15

Ethiopia Afr.ca 15

Mali Africa 10

Eenegal Africa 10

Niger Africa 10

Burkina Faso Africa 5

South Africa Africa 2

Cameroon Africa 0

Congo Afrca 0

Libya Africa 0

Angola Africa 0

Ghana Africa rj

====-7AVERAGES--------39 RECURDS
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COUNTRY REGION LABOR

Niger Africa 91

Rwanda Africa 91

Central Afri R.p. Africa 88

Madagascar Africa 87

Lesotho Africa 87

Malawi Africa 86

Chad Africa 85

Burundi Africa 84

Tanzania Africa 83

Uganda Africa 83

Camercon Africa 83

Guinea Africa 82

Burkina Faso Africa 82

Somalia Africa 82

Ethiopia Africa 80

Ivory Coast Africa 79

Kenya Africa 78

Senegal Africa 77

Zaire Africa 75

Maii Africa 73

Sudan Africa 72

Liberia Africa 70

Mauritania Africa 69

Zambia Africa 67

Togo Africa 67

Mozambique Africa 66

Eierra Leone Africa 65

Zimbabwe Africa 60

Angola Africa 59

Nigeria Africa 54

Ghana Africa 53

Morocco Africa 52

Egypt Africa E0

Benin Africa 46

Tunisia Africa 25

Congo Africa 34

South Africa Africa 30

Algeria Africa 25

Libya Africa 19

/ERASES 39 RECORDS

67.92
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COUNTRY REGION EXPORTS

Soch Afr.ca Africa 22,670

Nigeria Africa 18,727

Libya Africa 16,391

A:geria Africa 140G56

Egypt Africa 3,233

Ivory Ccast Africa 2,586

Morocco Africa 2,242

Tunisia Africa 2,209

Angola Afr:ca 1,744

Kenya Africa 1,144

Cameroon Africa 1.079

Zambia Africa 1,044

Congo Africa 1,040

Ghana Africa 878

Zimbabwe Africa 663

Zaire Africa 6:.Y2

Sudan Africa 658

Tanzania Africa 566

Liberia Africa 531

Mozamt)c.de Africa 457

Guinea Wrica 428

Senegal Africa 416

Ethicpla Africa 374

Africa 344

Madagascar Africa 235

Uganda Africa 217

Niger Africa 297

Malawi Africa 284

Sierra Leone Africa 277

Mauritania Africa 259

Somalia Africa 2CC

Mali Africa t54

Rwanda Africa 147

Chad Africa 141

Central Africa Rep. Africa 126

Burkina Fas: Africa 75

Burundi Africa 71

Benin Africa 36

Lesotho Africa 0

-----AVERAGES--------39 RECORDS-------

2,483.?

PROJECT 3
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FIELDS IN FILE

COUNTRY: REGION:

LIFE EXP.1960: LIFE EXP.1981:

INFANT MOR 1960: INFANT MOR 1981:

POP/PHY: % LITERACY 1960:

% LITERACY 1980: POP 1981:

% ANNUAL GROWTH: PROJECTED POP:

GNP 1981: % AGRI. LABOR:

EXPORTS:
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DEFINITION OF FIELDS

COUNTRY: Name of Country

REGION: Geographic region

LIFE EXP. 1960: Life expectancy at birth in years

LIFE EXP. 1981: Life expectancy at birth in years

INFANT MOR 1960: Infant mortality rate per 1,000
live births

INFANT MOR 1981: Infant mortality rate per 1,000
live births

POP/PHY: Population per physician

% LITERACY 1960: Adult literacy rate in percent

% LITERACY 1980: Adult literacy rate in percent

POP 1981: Population in millions during mid 1981

% ANNUAL GROWTH: Average annual population growth rate
in percent between 1960 and 1981

PROJECTED POP:

GNP 1981:

% AGRI LABOR:

EXPORTS:

Projected population in millions by
the year 2000

Gross National Product per capita in
dollars in 1981

Percentage of labor force in
agriculture in 1980

Merchandise exports in millions of
dollars in 1981
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EF110 CLEARINGHOUSE
ON LANGUAGES AND
LINGUISTICS Microcomputers and

Second Language Teaching

Prepared by John S. Harrison

What Do We Know about the Impact of
Microcomputers on the Second Language
Classroom?

Not much. Although large (so-called mainframe/ com-
puters have been used in the second language class-
room for at least the past decade, and there is a body
of research documenting their effectiveness, there are
apparently no research reports on the use of microcom-
puters in second language instruction and few such re-
ports on their use in other subject areas. However,
much can be learned from research on large computers
in the schools.

A study by the Educational Research Service (ERS)
(1982) is instructive. ERS conducted a nationwide sur-
vey on how schools are using computers. Among other
things, the 1,484 school districts which responded re-
ported the following:

Computers (in-house or through contracted ser-
vices) are used by 91.5% of the respondents; 74.6% of
the total respondents use them for both administrative
and instructional purposes.

Major benefits noted were "decrease in time spent
on routine tasks" (66%); "information for planning and
disseminationavailable more quickly" (54.7%); and
"new functions not previously possible within budget/
personnel constraints now being performed" (54%).

Major problems cited were "staff not adequately
trained in using computers" (24.1%); "misunderstand-
ing about the capabilities of computers" (20.5%); and
"insufficient/inadequate software available" (20.2%).

Factors judged most important to the successful
and efficient introduction of computer technology in-
to a school district were "technical training of staff"
(43.5%); "availability of software packages" (37.9%);
und "staff acceptance of computer technology"
(29.3%).

Gerald Bracey's excellent article, "Computers in Ed-
ucation: What the Research Shows," gives specific in

sight into the effectiveness of instruction via computer.
Dividing his observations into achievement outcomes,
affective/motivational outcomes, and social outcomes,
Bracy notes that "In general, students learn more, re-
tain more, or learn the same amount faster using com-
puters. Unfortunately, no studies have been completed
yet that tell us why that may be. Achievement gains
aside, students often find computers more 'human'
more patient, less criticalthan humans." Bracey's
remarks are based on two major studies: a meta-
analysis of 51 research studies done by James Kulik and
others at the University of Michigan (to be reported in
detail in the Journal of Educational Research in early
1983) and a longitudinal study conducted by the Educa-
tional Testing Service in Los Angeles elementary
schools over a period of four years.

With regard to studies specifically related to com-
puter use in second language instruction, Holmes and
Kidd (1982) give a succinct overview of this effort, and
further details are available in Anastasia Wang's (1978)
compendium. Olsen's (1980) extensive survey of col-
leges and universities is also a very useful resource.
However, moat of these reports, again, center on the
use of mainframe computers.

Although research regarding microcomputers and
second language instruction is yet to come, one can still
develop an awareness of the microcomputer's inherent
possibilities and limitations. Novices are well advised
to consult such recently developed publications as The
Computing Teacher, Classroom Computer News, and Elec-
tronic Learning for information of this kind.

What Skills Do I Need to Use a
Microcomputer?

At this point, everyone needs to know huw to turn
on the computer, load software programs, and manipu-
late the programs. Until voice recognition by the com-
puter reaches a more advanced stage of development,
some degree of typing skill will continue to be impor-
tant. Being an intelligent computer user would also in-
clude familiarity with relevant issues such as privacy,
piracy, and information security.

Center for Applled Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street. N W..
Washington. D.C. 20007
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A question often posed by teachers is, "Do I need
to know lmw to write programs?" 'rhose who answer
yes see as essential the ability to make the computer
do what one wants it to do instead of being at the mer-
cy of the person who has written the program. How-
ever, some special types of programs (usually referred
to as "authoring systems") allow teachers to easily
enter their own material into existing program frame-
works. The proliferation of such authoring programs
may eliminate the need for most teach o learn pro-
gramming.

One thing is clear: the need for teacher training in
using computers is paramount. Those who want to
learn about microcomputers will find a wide variety
of inservice courses and training workshops, many
tailored for the specific interests of second language
teachers. Some language teachers will find that learn-
ing a programming language, with its built-in vocabu-
lary and syntax, is analagous to learning another for-
eign language, although a much easier process. Many
community colleges offer good introductory program-
ming courses which will help a teacher decide whether
or not to pursue further development of this skill.

What Kinds of Software Exist?
Educational software, often called courseware, ranges

in scope and complexity from short, stand-alone pro-
grams teaching a single concept to sets of programs
comprising a complete instructional sequence. Course-
ware can provide Computer P.lanaged Instruction
(CMI) or Cor puler Assisted Instruction (CAl). The
term CMI describes administrative kinds of software
such as programs that use the computer to store,
analyze, and retrieve data on student achievement. In
such programs, the sty dent may take tests directly on
the computer or on paper with the results being put
into the student's computer record. CAI programs are,
indeed, "instructional," and may involve one or more
of these formats (Smith 1983):

Drill and Practice presents problems or questions
to reinforce specific skills or concepts on which the stu-
dent has already received instruction. Among other
things, these may be games in which students compete
against the computer or each other.

Tutorial Dialogs present instruction alternated with
questions about the material presented, engaging the
studen: in a kind of dialog to check comprehension.

Simulations set up a model of a scientific or social
event. The student interacts with this model by mak-
ing decisions and subsequently learns the conse-
quences of these decisions.

Problem-Solving programs require calculation of
complex formulas or arithmetic expressions. They al-
low the student to study mathematical topics which re-

quire rigorous calculations, to study history and soci-
ology from a statistical perspective, and to perform
analyses on data collected in the science laboratory.

Other types of software which may be used for in-
structional purposes include:

Programs for word processing, business manage-
ment, music composition, graphic design, or for con-
necting equipment such as microcomputers and video-
tape equipment.

Database programs for the storage, manipulation,
and retrieval of related information.

"Utility" programs to allow teachers to keep grade-
book records or generate printed worksheets and tests.

Of the approximately 100 microcomputer programs
in foreign languages with which this author is familiar,
about 90% fall into the drill-and-practice category.
Since a large percentage of the work involved in learn-
ing a second language, especially at the lower levels,
concentrates on rote work, this preponderance of drill
materials is not necessarily a drawback. Many of the
drill programs also incorporate some semblance of tu-
torial activities. Only a few of the commercially avail-
able programssuch as Mystery House (French version),
published by Sierra On-Line Computingcould be
called a simulation.

How Can I Get Under Way?
All practitioners agree that, in theory, the first three

steps are to determine your objectives, choose the
courseware, and select the microcomputer which will
run that courseware. However, to set realistic objec-
tives, the teacher must know what kind of courseware
is available, what topics it deals with and at what level,
what format it has, and whether it can be satisfactori-
ly manipulated by the students. Once this information
is obtained, the question becomes: Does this material
help students attain goals that fit into the course?

Three published sources can assist the second lan-
guage teacher in locating and evaluating courseware
for foreign languages. Harrison's (1983) article in News-
letter 13 of the Northeast Conference on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages is the first such effort. Two others
are available as a result of federal funding. In the sum-
mer of 1982, an institute sponsored by the National En-
dowment for the Humanities brought together approx-
imately 30 foreign language teachers at the University
of Delaware, who, among other activities, compiled
Foreign Language Teaching Programs for Microcomputers:
A Volume of Reviews. Under the aegis of the federal Of-
fice of Educational Research and Improvements, the
University of Iowa has developed a similar volume en-
titled Needs and Development Opportunities for Educa-
tional Computer Software for Foreign Language Instruc-
tion in Schools.

(20)
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To a great extent, the courseware chosen will dictate
the brand of microcomputer to purchase, since the
courseware for one brand of computer is, in general,
not readily transferable to another. However, this situa-
tion is changing rapidly. In a report on the West Coast
Computer Faire held in March 1983, Erik Sandberg-
Diment (1983) reports the appearance of "a number
of addon circuit boards that can be slipped into an IBM
PC to change its personality so it will think like an Ap-
ple, which means the IBM can suddenly run all of Ap-
ple's extensive software library."

Once objectives are set and courseware and micro-
computer are acquired, the next consideration becomes
how best to use the new technology. The state of Min-
nesota, a leader in the development of instructional
computing, provides useful implementation and train-
ing checklists in its manual, The Use of a Computer to
Help Teach the School Curriculum. Perhaps the trickiest
problem to resolve is that most second language teach-
ers are faced with one microcomputer for 30 or more
students. Phillips (1983) suggests four possible ap-
proaches:

1. Total class instruction using one computer and a
large monitor. This works especially well with simula-
tions.

2. Timed-use relay. (The whole class is organized into
a variety of small group activities, one of which is us-
ing the computer.)

3. Blocktime format for independent work. (This is
used primarily in self-contained classrooms. Each stu-
dent is assigned a block of time weekly.)

4. Nonscheduled format.

As microcomputers receive wider acceptance and as
budgets permit, one can expect the establishment of
laboratory facilities equipped with a number of micro-
computers. The technology for such installations al-
ready exists. Apple's Schoolbus system, for example,
allows a teacher to use current Apple Ils, printers, and
disks to form a network of disk-sharing computers.
Thirty Apple computers can use programs stored at the
instructor's station, eliminating the need for program
disks and disk drives at each student station. With
Radio Shack's Network 3 Controller, up to 16 Model
III microcomputers can be connected to a single host
system. Individual students can choose and work with
any lesson stored in the host computer. As lessons that
include student record-keeping are completed, perfor-
mance information is automatically stored in the host
computer for later review by the instructor.

What Else Can a Microcomputer Do for Me?
Up to now, discussion has centered on the microcom-

puter as an autonomous unit in the classroom. In fact,
the microcomputer ran also provkle necess to muter ink

beyond the classroom, to whole libraries of informa-
tion stored on mainframes or other microcomputers.
These libraries, called databases, can be connected to
the microcomputer via telephone. When looking for
significant research or for an appropriate exercise for
Monday morning classes, databases like that of the Ed-
ucational Resources Information Center (ERIC) can be
tapped from the comfort of the faculty lounge or one's
own home. While ERIC is the largest education data.
base, there are many others of interest to foreign and
second language educatorsBilingual Education Biblio-
graphic Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, School
Practices Information File, Resources in Computer Ed-
ucation, Resources in Vocational Education, and Ex-
ceptional Child Education Resources, to name a few.
In fact, Markoff and Shea (1983) note that "Keeping
track of all the on-line databases that have proliferated
over the past decade requires a database itself." They
also list the major database services such as BRS After
Dark (significantly lower rates in the evening), the
Source (which includes a bank of foreign language
lessons), and CompuServe.

What More Is on the Horizon?
The microcomputer already permits significant in-

struction and practice in reading and writing skills and
holds promise for being useful in learning speaking and
listening skills. The cutting edge in technological de-
velopment is in voice synthesis and voice recognition.
There already exists a thumbnail-sized computer chip
which can produce all the phonemes of human speech,
permitting inexpensive text-to-speech synthesis. One
can purchase a clock radio (Telestar) which announces
the time in English, Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese, or
Taiwanese with excellent intelligibility. Second lan-
guage teachers at the U.S. Air Force Academy are ex-
perimenting with interconnecting the microcomputer
and videotape and videodisc equipment. Scott Instru-
ments is already marketing its Voice-Based Learning
System IVBLS) which, according to its publicity, "was
designed for use by non-computer oriented persons,
and requires no programming skills. Instructional les-
sons are vocally entered in the language to be used by
the student. VBLS can understand any language, in-
cluding utterances resultmi, from speech impediments.
This makes it ideal for bilirgual and second language
study." Write a letter in one language on the computer
and have it printed in another? One American com-
pany Ditronicsis working on this problem. Speak
to thc ornputer in one language while a computer in
a dista a country translates? This is a current project
of Japan's Fijitsu Company.

These are hut a few of the many innovations in the
computer industry which can be adapted to second lan-
guage learning needs. These and other !apidly-oc-
curring developments hold enormous promise for the
near hinny
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THREE MAJOR APPROACHES TO
DEVELOPING COMPUTER-ASSISTED
LANGUAGE LEARNING MATERIALS
FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

David II. Wyatt

ABSTRACT

I'Vhenever a new project to produce com-

puter-assisted learning materials is begun, one

of the most fimdamental decisions concerns the

selection of an approach to program devel-
opment. There is a choice between at least
three major approaches: using a general pur-

pose programming language, an educational
programming language, or an educational au-
thoring system. Mere are considerable differ-

ences in factors such as programming exper-

ise and development time required by the
e approaches. Perhaps the most dramatic

mple of this is the fact that the third ap-
proach demands no programming expertise
whatever. It is therefore important to be
aware of the alternatives in order to make an

informed choice of the most suitable approach

for each materials development project.

Questions concerning the 'best' ap-
proach to developing courseware

have often been the subject of intense
debate (Hoimes 1983; Wyatt 1983a).
Some have argued that the current
strong interest in producing one's own
materials is just a short-term phenome-
non and chat in the future CALL ma-
terials will largely be purchased in
ready-to-use form. In this view, consid-
erations regarding the optimum meth-
od of developing courseware will soon
be relevant only to a small number of
professionals. Others maintain that the
role of language teachers (and other
subject specialists) in software devel-
opment should be limited to specifying
the instructional content and its style

litresentation on the screen; all gues-
s of how to realize the material in

programming terms are to be left to
programmers (Bork, 1981).
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Options
In spite of these views, the fact re-

mains that an increasing number of
language teachers and curriculum de-
velopers arc becoming interested in
producing their own coursewarc. This
article is addressed to them in an at-
tempt to provide a guide to the various
options which should be considered.
Three major vehicles for creating
courseware will bc examined and com-
pared in some detail: general-purpose
programming languages, educational
programming languages, and educa-
tional authoring systems. The first two
of these require the user to acquire pro-
gramming skills, while the third type
demands only the simplest level of
computer literacy. Perhaps the most
important point to bear in mind before
we begin to focus on the different ap-
proaches is that all of them can be suc-
cessfully used in different situations.
They all have weaknesses as well as
strengths, and the choice between the
approaches depends very much on
your individual circumstances and
requirements.

To facilitate the comparison of de-
velopment methods, we will consider.
CALL software as essentially being
composed of three elements: the lan-
guage content, the driver, and the
management system. This is an over-
simplification, and is not equally ap-
propriate for all types of educational
software, but it will serve to underline
some fundamental points. The content
may be separate from thc program, re-
siding in data files, or may be in-
corporated directly into the program

David H. Wyatt is currently director of an
educational consulting tirm in computer-assisied
language learning. Educated at ( :ambridgr
versity and the American t Jniversity, he is a
sithany t,, the center for Applied Linguistics and
the National Clearinghouse on Bilingual ['alma-
lion. Ilts (Ormer positions include 11i1411411 iii
CAI at a large system of LSI. selutols

itself. Thc driver is the computer pro-
gram which takes the content and ma-
nipulates it so as to present examples
and questions, accept answers, and pro-
vide appropriate responses. In general,
a different type of CALL exercise or
activity requires a diffcrent (and usual-
ly a separate) driver program. The
management system is the element which
determines how students can enter and
use the courseware, what route they
follow through thc materials, and what
score and progress information is re-
corded. Management systems usually
involve some separate programs, but
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management elements are generally
also built into each driver program.

General-Purpose Programming
Languages

The first main approach to the de-
velopment of courseware involves the
use of general-purpose programming
languages such as BASIC and Pascal.
In practice, BASIC has been the over-
whelming choice of producers of com-
mercial educational software for micro-
computers. It has been estimated that
80 per cent of the software to date has
been written in BASIC and the re-
mainder in machine language with no
significant contribution from any of
the other programming languages.

There are excellent reasons for the
popularity of BASIC in the creation of
software for microcomputers. In theo-
retical terms, programmers working in
general-purpose languages are in much
more direct contact with the com-
puter's microprocessor and memory
than with the other two approaches. It
is possible to exert much more control,
and more flexible control, over each
step of the operadon of the computer.
Programmers may design and create
every step of the main drivers for their
exercises. Similarly, they have complete
control over the management system
elements in their courseware. For ex-
ample, the other two approaches fre-
quently offer either rudimentary man-
agement systems or demand the
presence of a second disk drive if score
recording and other management ca-
pabilities are to be used. For these rea-
sons, one project directed by the author
(Wyatt 1983b) made use of BASIC to
create a powerful management com-
ponent which required only one disk
drive for full utilization.

Practicality also dictates strong argu-
ments in favor of general-purpose lan-
guages. One important iactor is the
lack of dependence of the educational
programmer on other factors. In one
well-known recent case, for instance, a
new version of an educational pro-
gramming language was released with
the promise of a management com-
ponent soon to follow. However, the
management component was delayed
and became available much later than
expected, which must have caused dif-

ficulties for those to whom the manage-
ment capabilities were important. A
second practical point concerns the po-
sition when new microcomputers are
released. In virtually every case, a ver-
sion of BASIC is immediately available
for new microcomputers, whereas a pe-
riod of months or even years may pass
before effective educational program-
ming languages or authoring systems
are produced for the computer.

Since general-purpose
languages were intended for
a wide range of different
applications, these languages
have few if any commands
oriented towards the needs of
the educator.

However, the reader has probably
already perceived the roots of a prob-
lem during this discussion of general-
purpose languagescontrol over all the
individual steps of an exercise pro-
gram, desirable as it may be, implies
the need for time-consuming specifica-
tion of all of those steps. In general, the
time required to create a given student
activity or exercise in a general-purpose
language is significatly greater than
with the other two approaches. To be
more specific, it is the programming of
the new driver (and, to a lesser extent,
inclusion of the management system
elements) which demands the greater
investment of time. A second dis-
advantage is the considerable learning
time required for the novice to become
sufficiently expert in a general-purpose
language in order to produce moder-
ately sophisticated educational
prograins.

One of the main reasons f-r the
time-consuming nature of producing
educational programs in general-pur-
pose languages is their lack of educa-
tional 'power.' Since general-purpose
languages were intended for a wide
range of different applications, these
languages have few if any commands
oriented towards the needs of the
educator. After only a little experience
with general-purpose languages, even
novices in educational programming
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begin to recognize liw lack of conven-
ient commands. At a lowcr level, d ir-
able features of a programmin
guage would include simple com
to cause the program to wait a speci-
fied number of seconds and also accept
student input in a fully controlled
manner (filtering out any unwanted or
troublesome keypresses). At a higher
level, we would look for some ability to
perform natural language answer pro-
cessingto search students' answers for
key morphemes, words, or phrases
(Pusack 1983). Ideally, we would prefer
intelligent answer processing, in which
students' wrong answers are compared
with the expected response, 'marked
up' to indicate problem letters or
words, and then turned back over to
students in an 'edit' mode so that only
the mistakes need be retyped at the sec-
ond attempt. Even the lower-level
educational commanth described
above are entirely absent from BASIC,
although they can be duplicated by the
programmer with varying degrees of
difficulty and effort. These added ca-
pabilities are generally develo
the program in the form of subro
which can be reused whenever they are
needed in this or future driver pro-
grams. General-purpose language pro-
grammers tend to build up large li-
braries of such subroutines to facilitate
their developmental work. Producing
the higher-level answer processing fea-
tures is a major undertaking, however,
and BASIC is in any case not suitable
for the final form of such routines be-
cause of tethnical reasons (for one
thing, it runs too slowly).

Serious as the deficiencies of a gener-
al-purpose language may appear, there
are effective remedies for many of
them. In some cases, it is possible to
buy a ready-made set of educational
subroutines v..hich will provide the low-
level capabilities described above. As
one example, the Minnesota Educa-
tional Computing Corporation has
produced a well-documented collection
of subroutines in BASIC for the Apple
II (MECC 1980). These ready-
routines can immediately be
creating courseware and provide
beginning programmer with a head
start in general-purpose language
work. In at least one instance, an en-
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hancement to BASIC is available
which will provide an excellent high-
level answer processing capability0(Tenczar et a/ 1983). Whcn the prob.
ems are solved in this way, the advan-
tages of intimate contact with thc com-
puter and complete control over
progra m opera tion become very
compelling.

Educational Programming Languages
The sccond major type of approach

to developing courseware involves the
use of programming languages specifi-
cally designed to meet thc needs of
educators. The best known of these
educational programming languages in
the context of microcomputers is
PILOT (Burke 1983), althotigh a re-
cent development known as EnBASIC
is also of considerable interest (Tenczar
1983). Because of their specific orienta-
tion, these languages incorporatc a
range of very convenient commands
which provide both trivial and pow-
erful educational facilities for the
programmer

We will illustrate thc rangc of new

110
ommands by reference to the low- and
igher-level facilities discussed in the

previous section, using the Super-
PILOT version of PILOT for the
Apple II as our example. At the lower
level, PILOT provides convenient com-
mands to cause the exercise to wait a
specified number of seconds before pro-
ceeding and to 'bombproof the
keyboard so that only desirable, mean-
ingful keypresses have any effect on the
screen. In both these cases, simple one-
line PILOT commands can permit the
program to ignore unwanted key-
presses. At a higher level easy-to-use fa-
cilities also provide powerful answcr
processing. One example is the PILOT
'key search' capability. Using this, stu-
dents may be permitted to enter their
answer in a relatively free manncr.
Once entered, their input can be
searched for the significant part of the
answer, which might be an affix, single
word, phrase, etc. Lcss important parts
of their input can be disregarded, so

en
lat spelling mistakes can be tolerated

ere appropriate instead of causing
otherwise acceptable answer to be

judged incorrect. However, PILOT
stops short of providing highly in-
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telligent answer processing. EnBASIC
is the only current programming lan-
guage for microcomputers in which
this is available. Using EnBASIC, stu-
dents' answers can be compared
against the predicted responses, ard
then automatically 'marked up' with a
simplified set of proofreader's symbols
to indicate problem letters and words.
Students are then put into a special
'second chance' mode in which they
edit their original answer, changing
only the incorrect portions. (EnBAS1C
also provides most of the facilities of
PILOT mentioned above.)

In reality, time-saving is
probably no longer the most
important advantage of
educational programming
languages.

SuperPILOT includes a number of
other features in a convenient package
to take advantage of specific capabili-
ties of the Apple II microcomputer.
These include utilities to permit crea-
tion of special characters and diacritics
(such as those needed in foreign lan-
guage courseware), simple music and
sound effects, color graphics, and con-
trol over external videotape and vi-
deodisc players. At least one other ver-
sion of PILOT for the Apple, PILOT
Plus, provides very similar capabilities
including provision for touch-sensitive
screen input, and other versions of
PILOT now exist for an increasing
number of microcomputers. It should
be stressed again that programmers in
a general-purpose language can supply
themselves with very similar capabili-
ties. Features such as special character
fonts, sound and musical effects, color
graphics, and control of video devices
can either be developed by the pro-
grammer as reusable subroutines or
purchascd commercially as 'utilities' in
ready-to-use form. This piecemeal solu-
tion lacks the convenience of the pack-
age provided by an educational pro-
gramming language, but this
deficiency must be balanced against
the greater control and flexibility in-
volved in being able to select particular

utilities and subtoutines rather than
being limited to the single packaged
facility

The powerful, convenient features
dewribed above make it potentially
quicker and easier to program a new
exercise driver in an educational pro-
gramming language. A further saving
of time is posible if a management sys-
tem is also available as part of the
package, as is the case with the PILOT
Log component of SuperP11.0.F. Thc
time-saving aspect of educational pro-
gramming languages should not bc
overstated. Programming time will bc
less than in general-purpose languages,
but will nevertheless be of the same or-
der of magnitude. It is generally agreed
that the time taken for a beginner to
become proficient will also bc signifi-
cantly shorter in an educational pro-
gramming language, but is is again im-
portant not to overestimate the gain.
Claims of a few hours' learning time
for educational programming lan-
guages rcfcr only to the use of thc sim-
plest commands. In order to use the ca-
pabilities of the language at a
moderately sophisticated level, far
more time is required. In its original
form, PILOT was a greatly simplified
language, but thc extended versions
produced for microcomputers have
added more coraplex commands and
capabilities. Some have argued that
these extended PILOT languages ac-'
tually require the same learning time
as general-purpose languages (Hardy
and Elfner 1982). In reality, time-sav-
ing is probably no longer thc most im-
portant advantage of educational pro-
gramming languages. Perhaps their
chief benefit lies in high-level capabili-
ties such as natural language answer
processing which enable programmers
to develop courseware which is signifi-
cantly more open-ended and sophis-
ticatcd than would otherwise be
possible.

In this generally positive situation,
however, there is the potential for some
serious problems. Educational pro-
gramming languages represent an at-
tempt by their designers to predict
what types of commands and capabili-
ties educators will need. Since com-
puter memory capacities arc limited.
programming languages tend to reprc-
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sent compromises- not all the desirable
commands and features can be in-
corporated, and inclusion of a range of
new educational commands may imply
the loss of some of the facilities avail-
able in general-purpose languages. In-
deed, with the original version of
PILOT, the range of commands was
delibera, to a minimum to per-
mit rapid learning of its capabilities
(Merrill 1982). In any case, the tenden-
cy to reduce the scope of commands
usually available in general-purpose
languages may lead to problems if the
designer of the educational language
has not fully anticipated the needs of
the courseware developer.

We will illustrate the potential for
difficulties with reference again to dif-
ferent versions of PILOT for micro-
computers. In one early version, there
was relatively little memory space al-
lotted for thc textual content of the
exercise, so that repeated accessing of
the diskette was necessary in order to
load and display the necessary screen
contents. This caused frequent short
delays in the running of many lan-
guage-oriented exercises. Apparently
the designers of this PILOT version
had not considered the delays to be sig-
nificant, and sonic educators also
found them acceptable. A sizable num-
ber of teachers, however, felt that the
delays were irritating enough to stu-
dents to seriously jeopardize the effec-
tiveness of their courseware. This prob-
lem has apparently been much reduced
or entirely eliminated in recent versions
of PlIA.Y1 for microcomputers.

A second specific instance of a prob-
lem not antikipated by the educational
language designer concerns the charac-
ter set editor available with PILOT. In
general, this is a powerful utility which
permits the creation of new symbols
and letters needed for foreign language
instruction. Unfortunately, however, :n
PILOT it is necessary to designate a
specific key on the keyboard whose
symbol will be replaced by the new
character. Thus, the additional forms
of the voweli in French (acute, grave,
etc.) cannot be represented in any very
logical fashion; é, a, and 6 must be rep-
resented by quite different keys. Using
a general-purpose language, however,
it can be arranged for the circumflex

form to be generated simply by press-
ing the original vowel followed by a
single 'circumflex key'as it happens,
there is an appropriate symbol on the
keyboard. Similarly, all acute vowels
could be generated by pressing the base
letter followed by the slant on the
keyboard, whereas PILOT would re-
quire them to be represented by differ-
ent symbols which could not be related
to the base vowels. This is a complex
but apt illustration of the difficulty of
trying to predict, as the designer of an
educational programming language,
what the requirements of the users are
likely to be. Finally, a more general ob-
servation which has been made regard-

The authoring system ensures
that the screen presentation
and question flow are
handled vely professionally.

ing educational programming lan-
guages such as PILOT is that they are
structured so as to be well suited only
to tutorial and drill-and-practice types
of CALL, lacking the flexibility for use
in developing mote innovative and
communicative activities.

Most of these drawbacks are theo-
retically avoidable, however, and as the
relatively young field of micro-
computer-assisted learning matures it
can be seen that educational program-
ming language designers are improving
on their early efforts. Certainly one of
the newer languages, EnBASIC, does
not seem to suffer from any of these
problems. It functions as an enhance-
ment to Applesoft BASIC, so that vir-
tually none of the capabilities of that
general-purpose language are lost. At
the same time, it supplies some very
powerful commands and features for
educational applications. The only
major sacrifice is a sizable part of ran-
dom access memoryapproximately
16,000 bytes are occupied by the lan-
guage itself.

Educational Authoring Systems
The third general method of devel-

oping courseware is through the use of
an educational authoring system. Un-
fortunately, there is often considerable
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confusion in terminology behseeti
educational programming languages
and educational authoring systems.
rhe criterion used for the classificat
in this paper is whether the coursew
developer is required to perform any
type of programming while using the
method; if so, it is at least partly com-
posed of an educational programming
language. If no actual programming is
required, then the method is a pure
authoring system.

This last point embodies the out-
standing advantage of authoring sys-
tems: teachers do not num! to learn any
programming language in order to use
them successfully. In fact, all that is ab-
solutely required in terms of computer
knowledge is familiarity with the
keyboard, disk drives, and diskettesin
other words, an elementary level of
computer literacy. This nieans that the
time involved in learning to use an
authoring system is essentially required
for study of the features of the system
itself rather than those of a computer
or programming language. A dramatic
reduction in learning time is thus pos-
sible. The simpler authoring syste
can actually be mastered in a period
a few hours or less. More powerful au-
thoring systems have features and tech-
niques which may take considerably
longer to master, but they still offer a
tremendously shorter learning period
than the approaches which employ
programming languages.

Authoring systems can also greatly
accelerate the speed of development of
courseware. Once the language content
of the lesson has been specified in the
instructional design phaserequired in
any approach to CALL--the authoring
system will dramatically reduce the
time taken to translate the plans into
the form of software. As an example,
let us briefly examine the operation of
a moderately sophisticated authoring
system, the Assisted Instructional De-
velopment System, or AIDS (Wolfe
1982). AIDS is largely a menu-driven
authoring system. When first activated
by inserting the diskette and turning
the computer on, the system offers
menu of actions from wh.,:h to cho
creating a new exercise, editing existi
exercises/ transfening files from one
student diskette to another, deleting
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unwanted exercises, etc. If 'create a
new exercise' is selected, the user is then

0rompted for the information required
virtually every step along the way.

rst, a student diskette must be in-
serted on which the new exercise is to
be recorded. For each question of the
exercise, the developer is asked to type
in information such as the text to be
read (if any), the question to be asked
(if separate from the text), the correct
answcr or alternatives, comments to
the student if correct, and to predicted
wrong answers, with specific feedback
messages on each of the individual
problems involved. As each question is
completed, the system automatically
stores it on the student diskette pre-
viously inserted.

When all the questions for the exer-
cise have been typed in, the system
then asks if the developer wishes to re-
view and edit the new exercise immedi-
ately. Because the process is guided
and structured at every point by the
authoring system, the creation of new
exercises proceeds rapidly and smooth-
ly. When the resulting material is used
ey students, the authoring system en-
ures that the screen presentation and

question flow are handled very profes-
sionally. This is rather gratifying to the
novice user, as even the first attempts
appear quite polished when used by
students. The system also makes it very
difficult to create material which will
'crash because of programming de-
fects, so that the debugging process is
greatly shortened and is essentially lim-
ited to correcting errors in the lan-
guage content.

It can be seen that authoring systems
supply all the necessary program driv-
ers in ready-made form. Some syst-..ins
also provide built-in management ca-
pabilities. With the AIDS system, for
example, there is an extensive score re-
cording and exercise routing capacity.
The system also provides a simple key-
word answer processing feature.

Although AIDS is an excellent ex-
ample of a medium-power authoring
system, it is not specifically designed
or foreign language applications, as is
hown by the absence of ready-made

foreign alphabet character sets. An ex-
ample of an authoring system specifi-
cally for foreign language application
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is the DASHER (Pusack 1982) author-
ing system, which offers foreign charac-
ters and diacritics as well as a number
of other interesting features. It in-
corporates an intelligent answer pro-
cessing capability which is similar in
power to that of EnBASIC. Mistakes in
answers are indicated by simple 'mark-
up' symbols, and students are then put
into an editing mode which enables
them to attempt to correct their an-
swers by changing only the incorrect
portions. The power and convenience
of this edit mode makes this feature
one of the best of its kind among cur-
rent microcomputer-based systems and
languages.

DASHER and AIDS are examples
of mt dium-powei authoring systems.
At a higher level, a number of systems
exist which will provide even more so-
phisticated capabilities. The PASS sys-
tem from Bell and Howell, for ex-
ample, will permit the control of
videotape and videodisc players from
within the courseware. At a lower level,
there are a host of inexpensive author-
ing systems available. Many of these
offer a range of relatively rigid exercise
formatstypically including true/false,
multiple choice, and matchingde-
signed for general educational pur-
poses. Recently, however, there has
been a tendency to offer some lan-
guage-oriented authoring systems
which will generate a very limited but
indefinitely reusable type of activity.
For example, Clozemaster Uones 1982)
will generate a wide variety of different
cbze exercises from any paragraphs
which are typed into it.

The disadvantages of the authoring
system approach are as obvious as its
advantages: such systems are relatively
quick and easy to use because they em-
body a built-in educan,nal method-
ology and program logic. Almost in-
variably they are strongly instructional
in nature, and it would be difficult or
impossible to use them to create more
open-ended or communicative activi-
ties of a collaborative type (Wyatt
1983c). In general they are not even
suitable for instructional programs of
the tutorial type, since their branching
capabilities are very limited or non-ex-
istent. In the great majority of cases,
they are suitable only for the creation
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of drill-and-practice exercises and
quizzes. However, if it is precisely this
type of courseware that is desired they
offer a highly cost-effective option that
deserves very serious consideration.

Summary
In summary, there is no single 'best'

method of developing courseware. This
paper has presented a wide spectrum of
possible approaches to the creation of
materials for computer-assisted lan-
guage learning, all of which can be ap-
propriate in different circumstances
and for different prposes. It is impor-
tant that prospective developers of
computer-based curricula be aware of
the alternatives open to them since dif-
ferent approaches may offer very sig-
nificant variations in time and energy
ze.q..iired for completion of a given
projea. It is to be expected that the sit-
us:i.ti will continue to change as new
or ,rnoroved versions of these ap-
i-onice.3 become available.
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Graphing Functions with a Computer

Mark Harris
Appalachian State University

Introduction.

The purpose of this teleconference is to give you an easy wayto graph and compare functions on a microcomputer without the aidof a commercial plotting package, and to show you some uses ofcomputer graphing. You will have at your disposal a short BASIC
program for the Apple II called 'GRAPHIT' (listed at the end ofthis handout). The program is a bare-bones graphing program: itshows pertinent information about the function and its scaling ona main menu, but the actual graph has no exp-_anatory text or 'ticmarks'. Since the most frequent use of such a program is for
investigating shapes of curves rather than reading detailed
numerical data, you will probably not miss the frills which areomitted.

Preparation.

You can run the program by simply inserting the GRAPHIT diskin your drive and turning on the Apple's power, or by entering
'RUN GRAPHIT' if the operating system has been previously 'booted'(powered up) on the machine. You will see the following initialmenu:

GRAPHIT

BY MARK HARRIS

1. DOMAIN: [0,6.2832]
2. RANGE: [-1,1]
3. F(X)=SIN(X)
4. CLEAR SCREEN
5. SHOW GRAPH
6. PLOT
7. QUIT

WHICH? (1-7)

The following exercises will give you quick tour of the program.In the teleconference and in the follow-up exercises we willexplore various uses of GRAPHIT.

1. Press '6' to plot the curve defined by the given data. Youwill see one cycle of the sine graph along with the axs. Viewthe graph to your satisfaction, then press a key to return tothe menu.

2. Press '1' to change the domain. You will be prompted to enterthe left endpoint, and the cursor will be positioned over thecurrent value. You can accept the current value by pressing
<Ret> or you can enter an new value. (Moving the cursor with
the riOt arrow key is the same as typing the numbers under the

- 1 -
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cursor.) In this case just press return.
The next prompt asks for the left endpoint. Enter the number
12.5664 (2 Pi) and press <Pet>. From the main menu select
option 6 to plot again. What do you see? Press a key to
return to the menu.

3. Although your graph appears to be gone, it still resides
comfortably in memory. Press '5' to show the graph, then press
another key to return to the menu.

4. With the previous graph still in memory we will add a second
curve for comparison. First select option 4 to change 'CLEAR
GRAPH' to 'KEEP GRAPH'. Next press '3' to enter a new
function; you will see the prompt

F(X)=SIN(X)
with the cursor positioned over the 'S'. Key in the function
COS(X). (One way to do this is to type COS and then press the
right arrow key three times to accept the characters '(X)'.)
Press <Ret> to enter the function; if your entry was a legal
Applesoft function then you are returned to the menu. If your
function was misspelled or otherwise improper, the computer
will beep at you and wait for you to retype it. Assuming that
you are ilack at the menu with tHe function shown as F(X)=
COS(X), press '6' to plot. You should now see the graphs of
both sin(x) and cos(x) on the interval [0,2 Pi]. Press a key
to return to the menu.

5. In the previous examples the default range of [-1,1] was a good
choice since it represents the extremes of both the sine and
cosine functions. In general the estimation of a reasonable
vertical scaling requires an understanding of the function(s)
being graphed. One convenient option offered by GRAPHIT ia
'automatic scaling'; you just enter the domain and let the
program determine the minimum and maximum values of the
function. To illustrate this feature, set the domain to
[-2,2], the function to X-2 (the symbol is used for
exponentiation), option 4 to 'CLEAR', then press '6' to plot.
The parabola is displayed fine from -1 to 1 but the remaining
portion of the curve is off the screen. Return to the menu and
press '2' to change the range. The screen shows

SCALING = MANUAL
OK? (Y,N)

Press 'N' to change to AUTOMATIC scaling, then press 'Y' to
accept. (If you accept manual scaling you are prompted for thk
low and high values of thp range.) Press '6' again to graph
the function. This timerthe Y-axis is scaled from 0 to 4 to
show the complete section of the parabola from X = -2 to 2.

This completes the tour of GRAPHIT which will prepare you for the
teleconference. You may want to experiment with additional
graphs; you can't do any harm!

2
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Follow-up exercises.

1. Graph SIN(X) and SIN(2*X) on the same screen,
[0,6.2832] and range [-1,1]. Experiment with
changes in trigonometric funtions.

2. Graph SIN(X) and 2*SIN(X) on the same screen,
[0,6.2832] and range [-2,2]. Experiment with
factors (including negative values).

using the domain
other period

using the domain
other amplitude

3. Graph SIN(X) and SIN(2*X-1) on the same screen, using the domain
[0,6.2832] and range [-1,1].

4. Graph X-2 and (X-1)-2 on the same screen, using domain [-1,2]
and range [0,4].

5. Graph X-2 and X-2 + 1 on the same screen, using domain [-1,1]
and range [0,5].

6. Graph X-2 and X-2 -2*X + 2 on the same screen, using domain
[-1,2] and range [0,5].

Problems 4 - 6 illustrate how graphs are shifted vertically and
horizontally. The more general problem is to graph F(X-A) + B
if you know what the graph of F(X) looks like. Experiment with
graphing F(X) and F(X-A) + B on the same graph for various
functions F(X).

7. Find all the zeros of F(X) = X-3 - 2-2 - X + 1 to within .1
units. Here is one approach: start by graphing the function
on the domain [-3,3] with automatic scaling to get a general
idea of the location of the roots. If you think you see a root
in the interval (say) [0,1], graph again on this smaller
interval. If the graph still crosses the X-axis in the new
interval, use a still smaller interval and graph again. If
(say) you graph on the interval [.4,.6] and you still see a
crossing then it is safe to say that one of the zeros equals .5
to within .1 units.

8. Giaph F(X) = 1/(X-1) on the domain [-2,2] with automatic
scaling. Not a pretty picture, is it? Change the scaling to
manual, enter the range [-5,5], and graph again. Better,
right? Can you explain what went wrong the first time? Think
about other problems a computer is apt to encounter when
graphing functions, and possible solutions.

9. Enter the function F(X)=X-2, set the domain to [0,2], the range
to [0,4] and and the screen to CLEAR. Plot the function. Next
change the function to F(X)=2*X-1 and the screen to KEEP, then
graph again. What you see is the graph of a parabola and its
tangent line at the point (1,1). To 'zoom in' on the picture
repeat the exercise but use the domain [.9,1.1] and the range
[.8,1.2]. The graphs of the parabola and the tangent line will
appear almost identical on the smaller interval.



10. (Calculus teachers only.) Graph a function and its
derivative on the same screen, then relate the positive and
negative sections of the derivative to the increasing and
decreasing sections of the original function. For example,
graph F(X)=X'2 - 2*X + 2 on the domain [0,2] and range [-2,2]
with screen CLEAR, then graph F(X) = 2*X - 2 with the screen
set to KEEP. Observe the relationship between the zeros of the
second function and the extrema of the first.

Listing of GRAPHIT.

10 ONERR GOTO 20000
20 GOSUB 10000: GOTO 1000
899 REM Compute constants for scaling functions
900 MU = 279 / (B A):MV = 191 / (C - D):BU = - MU * A:

BV = - MV * D: RETURN
999 REM Main menu
1000 HOME : PRINT TAB( 15)"AUTOGRAPH": VTAB 3:

PRINT TAB( 12)"BY MARK HARRIS": VTAB 6:
PRINT "1. DOMAIN: [";A;","B"]": PRINT : PRINT "2. RANGE:

1010 IF AUT THEN PRINT "AUTOMATIC": GOTO 1030
1020 PRINT "[";C;","D"]"
1030 PRINT : PRINT "3. F(X)=";F$
1040 PRINT : PRINT "4. ";SC$(CF);" SCREEN"
1050 PRINT : PRINT "5. SHOW GRAPH"
1052 PRINT : PRINT "6. PLOT"
1055 PRINT : PRINT "7. QUIT"
1060 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT TAB( 10)"WHICH? (1-7) ";
1070 GET A$: ON VAL (A$) GOTO 2000,2500,3000,3200,3800,3300,3900

: GOTO 1070
1999 REM Get domain
2000 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "LEFT ENDPOINT: ";A;: HTAB 16:

INPUT ";A$: IF A$ = " THEN VTAB 10: HTAB 16: PRINT A:
GOTO 2010

2005 A = VAL (A$)
2010 VTAB 13: PRINT "RIGHT ENDPOINT: ";B;: HTAB 17: INPUT ";A$:

IF A$ = " THEN VTAB 13: HTAB 17: PRINT B: GOTO 2020
2015 B = VAL (A$)
2020 GOTO 1000
2499 REM Set vertical scaling
2500 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT TAB( 10)"SCALING = ";MD$(AUT): PRINT

: PRINT TAB( 12)"OK? (Y,N) ";
2501 GET A$: IF A$ = "N" THEN AUT = 1 - AUT: GOTO 2500
2502 ON AUT = 1 GOTO 1000
2503 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "MINIMUM VALUE: ";C;: HTAB 16:

INPUT ";A$: IF A$ = " THEN VTAB 10: HTAB 16: PRINT C:
GOTO 2510

2505 C = VAL (A$)
2510 VTAB 13: PRINT "MAXIMUM VALUE: ";D;: HTAB 16: INPUT ";A$:

IF A$ = " THEN VTAB 13: HTAB 16: PRINT D: GOTO 2520
2515 D = VAL (A$)
2520 GOTO 1000
2999 REM Enter function
3000 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "F(X)=";:U = PEEK (36) + 1:

V = PEEK (37) + 1: PRINT F$;
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3010 HTAB U: VTAB V: INPUT ";A$: IF A$ = " THEN 1000
3020 CALL 768,A$,10050: REM Put function definition in line 10050
3030 X = FN F(1.23): REM Test function at arbitrary point
3040 F$ = A$: GOTO 1000
3199 REM Toggle clear/keep screen
3200 CF = 1 - CF: GOTO 1000
3299 REM Plot
3300 H = (B - A) / NN: ON AUT = 0 GOTO 3400:C = 10E37:D = - C:

X = A: REM IF AUTOMATIC SCALING, FIND EXTREMA
3310 FOR I = 0 TO NN
3320 F(I) = FN F(X):D%(I) = 1
3330 IF F(I) > D THEN D = F(I)
3340 IF F(I) < C THEN C = F(I)
3350 X = X + H: NEXT
3400 GOSUB 900: IF CF = 0 THEN GOSUB 4000: GOTO 3500
3410 HGR2 : HCOLOR= 3:UU = FN U(0): IF UU > = 0 AND UU < = 279

THEN HPLOT UU,0 TO UU,191
3420 VV = FN V(0): IF VV > = 0 AND VV < = 191 THEN

HPLOT 0,VV TO 279,VV
3500 PF = 0:X = A: FOR I = 0 TO NN
3510 ON AUT GOTO 3550:D%(I) = 0:F(I) = FN F(X):

IF F(I) < = D AND F(I1 > = C THEN D%(I) = 1
3550 ON I < > 0 GOTO 3560: IF D%(0) THEN

HPLOT FN U(X), FN V(F(I))
3555 GOTO 3600
3560 IF D%(I - 1) AND D%(I) THEN HPLOT TO FN U(X), FN V(F(I)):

GOTO 3600
3570 IF D%(I) THEN HPLOT FN U(X), FN V(F(I))
3600 X = X + H: NEXT : POKE ST,0: GET A$: TEXT : GOTO 1000
3900 GOSUB 4000: GET A$: TEXT : GOTO 1000
3900 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT TAB( 10)"QUIT? (Y,N) ";
3910 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" THEN 1000
3920 POKE 216,0: HOME : END
3999 REM Show high resolution screen 2 but don't clear it.
4000 POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: POKE - 16297,0:

POKE - 16302,0: RETURN
10000 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT TAB( 10) "PLEASE STAND BY...";:

FOR I = 0 TO 9: READ X: POKE 950 + I,X: NEXT :
DATA 104,168,104,166,223,154,72,152,72,96 :

REM Error-fixing routine from Applesoft manual.
10005 DIM SC$(1),F(40),MD$(1),D%(40)
10010 SC$(0) = "KEEP ":SC$(1) = "CLEAR"
10015 MD$(0) = "MANUAL":MD$(1) = "AUTOMATIC"
10020 CF = 1:NN = 40:ST = 12 * 16 3 + 16
10030 F$ = "SIN(X)"
10040 A = 0:B = 6.2832:C = - 1:D = 1
10050 DEF FN F(X) = SIN (X): REM *****************************

******************************
10055 REM *** Important note ***

Line 10050 is changed by the program luring execution. It
is important to leave the REM statement long enough (e.g.
with '*' characters) to allow for the function entered by
the user.

10060 DEF FN U(X) = MU * X + BU: DEF FN V(Y) = MV * Y + BV
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11000 FOR I = 1 TO 141: READ X: POKE 768 + I - 1,X: NEXT : REM
This is the routine which 'pokes' the function definition
into the running program.

11010 DATA 32,190,222,32,227,223,132,255,133,254,160,0,177,254,
72,200,177,254,72,200

11020 DATA 177,254,133,255,104,133,254,104,168,169,0,153,0,2,
136,177,254,201,33,208

11030 DATA 2,169,0,153,0,2,192,0,208,240,32,190,222,32,12,218,
165,184,72,165

11040 DATA 185,72,32,26,214,144,69,160,4,177,155,201,184,208,
61,200,192,20,240,56

11050 DATA 177,155,201,208,208,245,200,152,24,101,155,133,155,
144,2,230,156,162,255,160

11060 DATA 4,32,108,213,160,0,185,0,2,240,9,145,155,200,192,
240,240,18,208,242

11070 DATA 169,58,145,155,200,169,178,145,155,104,133,185,104,
133,184,96,162,16,76,18

11080 DATA 212,4,248,36,216,56,72,173,0,224,73,76,240,3,169,128,
44,169,130,141

11100 CALL 768,F$,10050
11200 RETURN
19999 REM Error handling routine
20000 CALL 950:R1 = PEEK (222):

R2 = PEEK (218) + PEEK (219) * 256:
REM Error code and line #

20010 IF R2 = 3030 AND R1 = 16 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7);: GOTO 3000
20015 IF R2 = 3030 THEN 3040
20020 IF R2 = 3320 THEN D%(I) = 0: GOTO 3350
20030 IF R2 = 3510 THEN 3600
20099 HOME : VTAB 10: PRINT "ERROR "Rl" OCCURRED IN LINE "R2".":

POKE 216,0


